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I. INTRODUCTION 

This report is prepared in compliance with the civil 
Justice Reform Act of 1990, 28 USC §475, which requires each 
court that has adopted a civil Justice Expense and Delay 
Reduction Plan to "assess annually the condition of the court's 
civil and criminal dockets with a view to determining appropriate 
additional actions that may be taken by the court to reduce cost 
and delay in civil litigation and to improve the litigation 
practices of the court." Judge Robert M. Parker's memorandum of 
February 5, 1993, concerning annual assessments and plan 
revisions under the Civil Justice Reform Act, notified all 
district courts that the Judicial Conference's Committee on Court 
Administration and Case Management recommends that the annual 
assessment take place one year after the court's Civil Justice 
Expense and Delay Reduction Plan becomes operational. The 
Northern District of California adopted its Civil Justice Expense 
and Delay Reduction Plan pursuant to the Civil Justice Reform Act 
(CJRA) in December 1991. Many of the changes in court procedure 
outlined in the plan became operational on July 1, 1992. 
Therefore, the court is submitting this assessment of the court's 
civil and criminal docket for the year July 1, 1992 to June 30, 
1993. 

The court is grateful to its Advisory Group for its 
assistance in developing the court's Plan and in preparing this 
assessment. In particular, the court acknowledges the 
contribution of Jerrold M. Ladar, Chair of the Statistics and 
Technology Task Force, in providing the Docket Analysis. 

The Northern District of California was designated as a 
Demonstration District under section 104 of the CJRA. This court 
was directed to "experiment with various methods of reducing cost 
and delay in civil litigation, including alternative dispute 
resolution•••• If As part of the implementation of the court's 
Civil Justice Expense and Delay Reduction Plan, the court is 
experimenting with several programs that potentially could affect 
the court's docket. On July 1, 1992, the court adopted the Case 
Management pilot Program which is a major experiment with 
innovative approaches to case management, disclosure/discovery, 
and motion practice. Several improvements were made to the 
court's Early Neutral Evaluation (ENE) project. In addition, the 
court adopted the AOR Pilot Program on July 1, 1993. 

This first annual assessment includes an analysis of 
the court's civil and criminal docket from statistics collected 
by the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, a preliminary 
study of the effects of the court's Case Management pilot 
Program, a summary of a study of the court's Early Neutral 
Evaluation program conducted during the past year, and a 
description of the court's Alternative Dispute Resolution pilot 
Program that became effective July 1, 1993. 
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CIVIL CASES 

SOURCE OF STATISTICS 

The following statistics are excerpted from data supplied by 
the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts (AO). All figures are 
based on a twelve month period ending June 30. 

SUMMARY 

The Past Reporting period, ending June 30, 1993: 

The district is authorized 14 judgeships. One position was 
vacant and one curtailed due to appellate proceedings. Thus the 
1993 complement was 12 active and 6 participating senior judges. 
Total trials completed was 240. civil case filings decreased 1.3% 
from 1992, to a total of 5,924 cases commenced, while criminal 
cases increased 23% to 682 cases commenced. 

The latest judicial workload profile for the district 
discloses no uFldue delay in dispositions. The median time from 
filing to disposition of a civil case is 7 months. Civil, from 
issue to trial, is 17 months. Only 7% of civil cases are over three 
years old. (63rd in the U.S.). Criminal felony cases showed a 
median time of 9.2 months from filing to disposition. 

statistically, there is no evidence that the present criminal 
caseload poses a serious problem for civil docket management. 

[Nationally, a number of districts report emergency conditions 
where criminal cases literally prevent the timely trial of civil 
matters. 
(E.D.N.Y. 

(e.g. E.D.N.Y. See: 
1993) I opinion by Judge weinstein.)] 

U.S. v. Mosquera, 816 F.Supp. 168 

The Current Picture: 

As of September 1993, it appears that the median time from 
filing to trial in civil cases in this district is between 20 and 
22 months. 

Two judicial vacancies now exist, which we are 
hopeful will soon be filled. One active judge
ship is curtailed pending the outcome of appellate 
proceedings. Thus, there are 11 active judges and six 
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participating senior judges now able to take case matters. The 
district has seven full time magistrate-judges. 

state prisoner pro per cases comprise almost a quarter of the 
district's civil docket. A CJRA Task Force has undertaken a 
detailed study of the prisoner pro per procedures and is assisting 

'the court in reviewing the processing of these cases. The CJRA will 
make recommendations regarding prisoner petitions to the court in 
the next few months. 

The Future: 

The court's vulnerability to future docket congestion lies, in 
part, in uncharted areas where predictions are perilous. 

state Prisoner Petitions: 

construction of additional state prison facilities in the 
district could swell the prisoner petition volume, however no major 
construction is presently in progress. 

Increased Federal Prosecutions: 

Executive branch decisions affecting the prosecution of 
criminal offenses by the U.s. Attorney's Criminal Division, 
Organized Crime strike Force and Drug Task Force (approximately 57 
Assistant U.s. Attorneys altogether) could rapidly change the 
docket picture. I / 

The district has not been favored with a Presidentially 
appointed U. S. Attorney for over three years, however it appears 
that the nomination recently forwarded by the President to the 
senate will be acted upon in the very near future. The nominee is 
the currently appointed U.s. Attorney, Michael Yamaguchi, who was 
appointed by the Attorney General on July 4, 1993. 

I.The last docket crisis occasioned by criminal filings occurred 
25 years ago in 1968-1969, when over 750 criminal selective service 
cases were on the docket of an 8 active judge court, along with the 
normal complement of criminal and civil cases. There were usually 
15 cases for trial on the master calendar each Monday to be spread 
among the 7 judges. 
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Death Penalty Habeas: 

California presently has approximately 370 persons on death 
row, and approximately 100 habeas death penalty cases pending in 
our four districts. As affirmances of the judgments of death occur 
in the state court, this district's proportionate share of habeas 
cases will rise. 

Dual Jurisdiction: 

state decisions in civil cases where litigants enjoy a choice 
of dual jurisdiction can result in a shifting to or from the 
federal docket. For example, on September 9, 1993, the California 
Supreme Court ruled that investors must prove they relied on 
alleged misrepresentations in securities fraud cases, rejecting the 
"fraud-on-the-market" doctrine used in federal court in § 10b-5 
cases. Mirkin v. Wasserman, S020465, Cal. 4th , WL 
(Sep. 9, 1993) 93 CDOS 6799. Mirki~ presenting a state court 
plaintiff with a higher burden to maintain his case, could cause 
potential plaintiffs to look increasingly to a federal forum, thus 
impacting our docket. The difficulty in assessing potential impact 
is illustrated by the fact that in Mirkin, a class action lawsuit 
under § 10b-5, based on the same events, was filed in federal court 
in the same district as the state suit. One also must add to the 
mix the facts that there is a more favorable state statute of 
limitations than federal and the requirement of a unanimous jury in 
federal court versus 9 out of 12 in state court. 

Asset Forfeiture Litigation: 

Increased activity in civil asset forfeiture cases arising 
from criminal activity (less than 50 such cases were filed in this 
reporting period) may ensue in the wake of a California legislation 
imbroglio in mid-September. Ca1ifornia's narcotic asset forfeiture 
statutes, modeled on the federal, expire December 31, 1993. New 
legislation foundered at the last minute, with no new statutes 
being enacted as the Legislature recessed. This returns California, 
on December 31, to either prior narcotic asset forfeiture laws 
(which require a criminal conviction before forfeiture can be 
undertaken) or to no forfeiture law whatsoever. State narcotic law 
enforcement requests for federal forfeiture filings could 
dramatically increase, although the U.S. Attorney's Forfeiture Unit 
is staffed at four attorneys (including its chief) with one 
attorney eligible to retire. Civil forfeiture cases can present 
time consuming and complex constitutional and statutory questions. 
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See, e.g. U.S. v. Austin, 509 U.S. ____ , 125 L.Ed.2d 488 (1993)i 
U.S. v. 105,800 Shares of Common Stock of Firstrock Bancorp, Inc., 
825 F.Supp. 191 (N.D. Ill. 1993). 

TRIALS 

Totals 2/ (criminal and Civil, Jury and Non-Jury) 

1990 1991 1992 1993: 
202 178 240200 I

(+12.3%) (+20%) 

In 1993, 22 districts (out of 94) completed more trials than 
the N.D. of California. The highest was Texas, Southern with 918, 
followed by the Central District of California (639) and S.D.N.Y. 
(631). In 1992, 32 districts (out of 94) completed more trials than 
the Northern District. 

According to the AO's judicial workload profile, this 
district's allocation was 17 trials per judge for the 12-month 
period, placing it 89th among districts nationwide. 

2.The AO notes that magistrate trials are excluded. However, TRO's 
Prel iminary Inj unctions, hearings on contested motions and other 
proceedings when evidence is introduced, are included. Under this 
system, "trials" may be interpreted in a varying manner and 
reported differently from district to district or, for that matter, 
from judge to judge. See n. 3, infra, re 1991 "Court Trials". 
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1993's breakdown: 

135 civil: 56 jury and 79 non-jury 
105 criminal: 63 jury and 42 non-jury 

1992: 108 civil: 52 jury and 56 non-jury 
92 criminal: 59 jury and 33 non-jury 

1991: 	 99 civil: 42 jury and 27 non-jury 
79 criminal: 52 jury and 27 non- jury3/ 

Length of Trials 1993 

The length of trials statistics have remained relatively 
constant over the period 1990-1993. For the period ending June 30, 
1993, increased trials were significant in the one day and 4-9 day 
ranges. There was an increase of 16 civil trials (36%) over 1992 in 
the 4-9 day range, and 8 (42%) in the 1 day category. Criminal 
trials also showed a significant increase in the 4-9 day range, 13 
(43%) and 8 (34%) in the 1 day classification. 

DAYS 	 1 2 3 4-9 10-19 20+ 
Civil (135 cases) 

criminal (105 cases) 

27 

31 

16 

12 

13 

11 

60 

43 

14 

8 

5 

3.In 1991, 27 non-jury "trials" actually represented only 7 trials 
in the traditional usage of the word. The remaining 20 consisted 
of contested evidentiary matters (e.g., a motion to suppress). 
Succeeding years followed this pattern. 
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Length of Trials 1992 

DAYS 1 2 3 4-9 10-19 20+ 
civil (108 cases) 

criminal (92 cases) 

19 

23 

20 

14 

8 

17 

44 

30 

10 

7 

7 

1 

CIVIL CASES 

In 1992 Civil filings increased 9.2% nationally and 29.8% in 
this district. 

In 1993, national civil filings increased by only 0.7% and 
decreased by 1.8% in the district. District terminations in 1993 
increased 9.5% and the pending caseload decreased by 2.2%. This 
contrasts with a national decrease in terminations of -5.8% and a 
pending case increase of 1.3%. 

N.D. CA 

1990 1991 1992 1993 
Cornmenced 

Terminated 

Pending 

4,801 

4,837 

4,945 

4,643 
(-3.3) 

4,360 
(-9.9) 

4,883 
(+6.2) 

6,030 
(+29.8) 

5,514 
(+26.5) 

5,350 
(+10.7) 

5,924 
(-1.8) 

6,040 
(+9.5) 

5,208 
(-2.2) 

In 1993, the Northern District ranked eighth among 94 
districts in cases commenced. In 1992 it was fifth. within the 
circuit in 1993, the Central District had 9,859 (the nation's 
highest) . 
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civil categories of cases commenced in the district which 
reflected significant number were: 

1991 1992 1993 
1 Contract 1,092 2,008 1,390 
2. civil Rights 522 607 751 

(excludes Prisoner) 
3. Labor 478 627 692 
4. Tort 414 506 603 

(includes Tort Claims 
Act, FELA & Maritime) 

5. copyright 210 226 267 
6. Social Security 76 114 99 
7. Tax 97 107 96 
8. Forfeiture & Penalty 56 62 50 
9. Real Property 44 79 32 

10. Anti-Trust 25 21 25 

PRISONER PRO PER CASES 

For 1993 our district ranked 10th highest in the country in 
the number of civil rights state prisoner cases and 4th highest in 
habeas corpus state prisoner petitions. 

For 1993, a total of 1,079 pro-per state and federal 
institution "Prisoner Petitions" ("Habeas corpus, civil rights, 
mandamus and others") were filed. This comprised almost 20% of the 
civil filings in the district. 

Prisoner pro-per cases in 1993 involving state penal 
institutions and alleging civil rights violations numbered 746i an 
additional 333 were "habeas, mandamus" and "other" for a total of 
1,079 cases involving non-federal faci Ii ties. (State prisoner 
pro-per cases are initially screened and handled by the court's 
pro-se staff and are later referred to judge's chambers when 
becoming an "in court" matter.) 

CRIMINAL CASES 

criminal case filings decreased nationally in 1993 by 3.87% 
and increased 23% in the district. 
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Including petty offenses, transfers from other districts and 
cases reopened from appeal, the last four years are as follows: 

1990 1991 

729 (+.6) 702 (-.2)Commenced 

I 
Terminated 572 (-37.6) 661 (+14.0) 

I 
Pending 801 (+25.2) 857 (+5.0) 

I 

1992 
552 (-21.5) 

578 (-12.6) 

833 (-3.0) 

Excluding petty offenses, transfers from other 

1993 
682 (+23) 

574 

917 (+10) 

districts or 
cases reopened from appeal, cases were divided as follows: 

1991 1992 1993 
Felony 392 381 423 

Misdemeanor 

Total 

277 

669 I 

161 

542 

239 

662 

The number of defendants involved were: 

1990 1991 1992 1993 
Felony 

Misdemeanor 

Total 

658 

277 

936 

619 

289 

908 

567 

241 

811 

690 

255 

945 

The 1993 42 felony case increase with an average of 1.4 
defendants per case does not pose any systemic problem for the 
court's docket. 

A random survey of new criminal case filings did not reveal 
any fundamental change in types of cases charged I except in one 
category. The major increases in prosecution occurred in 
embezzlement (122%), Robbery (23%),and Drugs (18%). A random 
sampling of the embezzlement cases indicates most are disposed of 
as misdemeanors and few set for trial. 
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Weapons cases did not increase significantly (16%), despite 
the Department of Justice's "Operation Triggerlock" announcement in 
1991. Prosecution of traffic cases (driving under the influence, 
etc.), decreased by 30%, as did larceny prosecutions. 

~1990 1991 1992 1993 <> Change 
Robbery 53 57 51 63 (+23) 
Larceny 34 47 58 40 (-31) 
Embezzlement 119 90 45 100 (+122) 
Fraud 156 127 108 117 (+8) 
Weapons 14 14 37 43 (+16) 
Drugs 109 97 97 115 (+18) 
Traffic 86 96 97 67 (-30) 
Escape 22 12 17 16 (-.05) 
Immigration 39 29 9 12 (+3) 
Forgery 19 9 13 20 (+5 ) 

1:5CJRA 
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III. 	SUMMARY OF PRELIMINARY STUDY OF THE CASE 
MANAGEMENT PILOT PROGRAM 

The complete preliminary study of the Case Management 
pilot Program is attached as Appendix A to this Annual 
Assessment. 

Key Preliminary Findings about the Case Management pilot Program 

• 	 Substantial compliance 

• 	 Net positive effect in middle range of cases 

• 	 Net effect not clearly positive in some other kinds of cases 

• 	 Widespread endorsement of meet and confer requirement 

• 	 Substantial disaffection with presumptive stay on discovery 

• 	 Early preliminary statistical analysis inconclusive 

A. 	 PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENT 

This report is based largely on in-depth interviews of 
25 lawyers who appeared in cases subject to the Case Management 
pilot Program rules, a preliminary statistical analysis of docket 
entries, review of Case Management Statements filed in pilot 
Program cases, and, to a lesser extent, observation of Case 
Management Conferences and informal conversations with lawyers 
and court personnel. 

When considering the data reported here, it is 
essential to bear in mind the early stage at which the program is 
being observed. Although the court and others are eager to 
measure the effects of the pilot Program, it is difficult to 
accurately measure results of the program within one year of 
implementation. 

Cases in the pilot Program sample in this study were 
filed in only the first five months after the effective date of 
General Order 34. Thus, all the cases in the sample were 
relatively young, ranging in age from one day to no more than 11 
months. Moreover, some lag time beyond this early period can be 
expected before the fltrue" program effects can be observed, 
because, (1) the most costly and delay-prone cases commonly last 
longer than 11 months, (2) judges and their staffs must adjust 
their work practices and (3) attorneys must accustom themselves 
to new procedural requirements. Since this first evaluation 
draws its experimental sample entirely from what might be 
considered a flsettling" period for the Pilot Program, the results 
should be considered as tentative indications of trends, rather 
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than as concrete conclusions about the program's true effects. 
studying the program in future years will yield more useful and 
reliable information about its impacts. 

B. RESULTS OF ATTORNEY INTERVIEWS 

A preliminary survey conducted by telephone of 12 
plaintiffs' and 13 defendants' attorneys with experience under 
the Case Management pilot Program suggests that the Pilot Program 
has had a net positive effect on some cases subject to it. The 
pilot Program appears to be most beneficial for the middle range 
of cases filed in this court. These moderate or "mainstream" 
cases are cases that remain on the court's docket long enough for 
the requirements of the Pilot Program to be meaningful, that need 
some discovery before they can be resolved, that require 
resolution of sUbstantial factual matters, and that are not truly 
complex cases. 

Over half of the attorneys involved in such mainstream 
cases thought that the pilot Program was an improvement over 
earlier practices in this court. Several other attorneys who 
were involved in these same mainstream kinds of cases thought the 
net effect of the Pilot Program was mixed. These attorneys 
thought that the pilot program was an improvement over earlier 
practices in the court except for the presumptive requirement 
that discovery be stayed pending the Case Management Conference. 
Some of the positive effects mentioned by attorneys were: the 
Pilot Program controls initial discovery, gets rid of run-of-the
mill discovery disputes, streamlines issues, encourages parties 
to focus discovery on issues that are central to the case, makes 
parties think and plan ahead, and forces parties to look at the 
whole case and investigate early. 

There was no identifiable difference between 
plaintiffs' attorneys opinions and defendants' attorneys 
opinions. Indeed, there was a remarkable symmetry between the 
opinions of the attorneys involved in the same case. 

The survey also suggests that there are groups of cases 
on the court's docket for which it is not clear that the Pilot 
program has had a net positive effect. They include cases that 
can be resolved very early in the pretrial period because (1) 
they self-resolve without much, if any, judicial intervention, 
(2) their resolution depends on an issue of law that can be 
decided relatively soon after filing without much discovery or 
(3) they will be removed from the docket through rulings on 
jurisdiction or venue. The effect of the Pilot Program also is 
not clear in cases whose principal objective is emergency 
equitable intervention and truly complex cases. 

The observation that the pilot Program has been useful 
to some types of cases but may not have a net positive effect in 
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others must be coupled with another set of comments made by the 
attorneys interviewed. Contrary to what the court expected, we 
have some reason to believe that an appreciable number of 
attorneys are reluctant to request that the Pilot Program be 
modified to better fit the needs of an individual case. Some 
such attorneys do not want to be perceived as trying to escape 
compliance with the pilot Program. In addition, some cases for 
which the pilot Program is not appropriate are so small that the 
cost that would be incurred to request the modification cannot be 
justified. One of the goals of the court in the next years of 
the Pilot Program should be to determine ways to identify, as 
early as possible (perhaps even by criteria applied when the 
complaint is filed), those mainstream cases that the Pilot 
Program is most likely to benefit. 

Attorneys also were surveyed about the effects of 
specific provisions of the Pilot Program. Attorneys mentioned 
the meet and confer requirement, the disclosure requirement, and 
the Case Management Conference, in order of frequency, as the 
most valuable aspects of the Pilot Program. 

An overwhelming majority of the attorneys interviewed 
who had completed the Case Management statement thought that 
enough was accomplished by the meet and confer process and 
preparation of the Case Management statement to justify the 
resources the parties committed to them. Attorneys gained a 
better understanding of their opponents l views of the case, 
discussed alternative dispute resolution, developed a motion 
practice plan, and planned discovery. Attorneys also mentioned 
that they were able to discuss a road map for the case or agree 
to limit discovery temporarily to the threshold issue in the 
case. 

Of the 25 attorneys interviewed, more (9) thought that 
the disclosure requirements had a net positive effect in their 
cases than (5) thought the disclosure requirement had a net 
negative effect. Some attorneys thought that they obtained 
useful information earlier through disclosure than they would 
have through traditional discovery. Several attorneys responded 
that disclosure did obviate the need for some discovery. One 
attorney specifically mentioned that the disclosure requirement 
obviated the need to send the standard set of interrogatories 
that are reflexively served after receiving the complaint. 
Another attorney commented that disclosure smoothed out discovery 
and avoided the routine disputes in early discovery. 

Nearly all attorneys involved in Case Management 
Conferences held under the Pilot Program thought that enough was 
accomplished to justify the resources committed to the 
conference. Parties found that the most useful aspects of the 
conference were getting feedback from the judge, either 
concerning a potential discovery dispute or the sUbstantive 
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issues in the case, and having the judge try to settle the case 
at the conference or refer it to an alternative dispute 
resolution procedure such as Early Neutral Evaluation or a 
settlement conference. In general, attorneys found conferences 
in which central issues were discussed more worthwhile than 
conferences that consisted only of setting dates. Attorneys 
thought that if the purpose of the conference was simply to set 
dates, that could be accomplished with less cost either by 
telephone or in writing. 

The presumptive requirement of the pilot Program that 
discovery be stayed pending the Case Management Conference was 
not as popular among the attorneys interviewed. In response to 
questions about whether the Pilot program had any negative effect 
or whether any provisions of Pilot Program were actively 
counterproductive, nine attorneys interviewed mentioned the stay 
on discovery before the Case Management Conference. No other 
provision of the pilot Program was mentioned as actively 
counterproductive. A sUbstantial number of attorneys thought 
that the stay on discovery delayed their ability to get the 
information that they really wanted. They noted that the case is 
not going to settle before they have an opportunity to see the 
documents that hurt their opponent's case. 

The disaffection with the stay on discovery suggests 
two possible responses. The court could abandon the presumptive 
stay on discovery or the court could expand the reach of the 
disclosure obligation to embrace not only exculpatory but also 
inculpatory documents. The court and its Advisory Group will be 
investigating ways that the Pilot Program can be improved so that 
the disclosure and meet and confer provisions of the pilot 
Program can remain useful in streamlining discovery while 
minimizing the negative impact of a stay on discovery in certain 
cases. 

C. COMPLIANCE WITH THE PILOT PROGRAM 

compliance with the Pilot Program has been good. A 
review of over 200 Case Management statements showed that more 
than 75% of these filings described disclosures from both the 
plaintiff and the defendant in the case. In a sample of 400 
cases, of the 268 cases that were on the docket for at least 140 
days, Case Management statements were filed in 198 cases (74%). 
Although all requirements of the Case Management statement were 
not always fulfilled, nearly all parties supplied useful 
sUbstantive information in the Case Management statement. Case 
Management Conferences were held in 164 of the 261 cases (63%) 
that were on the court's docket for at least 150 days. 
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D. DOCKET STATISTICS 

The court, with the assistance of an outside 
consultant, performed a statistical analysis of objective data 
collected from the court's docket. The database contained 837 
control cases filed from July 1, 1991 through November 30, 1991 
and 933 pilot Program cases filed from July 1, 1992 through 
November 30, 1992. As expected, the results of the analysis 
reflect the early stage at which the pilot Program's effects were 
observed. The oldest cases in the Pilot Program sample had been 
on the docket for only 11 months, and some were on the docket for 
as little as one day. 

In this early study, no significant difference could be 
measured in the time to termination between Pilot program and 
control cases. However, first motions are occurring earlier and 
the time from the date the complaint is filed to the first answer 
is shorter. Event frequency measures, such as number of motions 
and number of docket events, which are intended to monitor 
improvements over longer periods, showed no significant change. 
Of course, this means that while no significant improvement was 
detected, neither was there any significant deterioration in 
these docket measures, disproving any notion that the pilot 
Program is actually increasing cost and delay in ways that 
frustrate its intent. 

Despite the lack of statistical significance between 
most Pilot Program and control case measures, the objective 
statistics, together with the encouraging rate of compliance with 
the pilot Program's requirements, do make one thing clear: the 
sky has not fallen. While the Pilot Program may be 
counterproductive in a few cases, this study shows no general 
deterioration of the adversary process, no deleterious effect on 
the attorney/client relationship, and no widespread rebellion 
against the rules of this court. While it is too early to 
pronounce the Pilot Program a resounding success, it also is 
clear that the Pilot Program has not had any of the disastrous 
consequences feared by some. 

It is important that the Pilot Program be assessed in 
light of its purpose. It is an experiment. The preliminary 
study conducted by our court shows that the program is having 
some beneficial effects on the cases subject to it. However, it 
also appears that the program has had some unintended effects on 
a subset of cases subject to it. At this stage of its 
development, any assessment of the program should focus on 
determining how the program can be improved to have more positive 
effects and better fit the cases subject to it rather than on 
declaring the program a success or failure. 
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IV. ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

Since submitting our CJRA Plan in late 1991, the court 
has received from its Advisory Group an extensive report 
evaluating our Early Neutral Evaluation (ENE) program and has 
implemented several new ADR procedures and programs. This 
section summarizes the ENE report and describes the court's ADR 
programs and procedures. 

A. EARLY NEUTRAL EVALUATION 

ENE has been a regular part of our court's ADR program 
since 1988. In ENE, an experienced attorney with expertise in 
the subject matter of the case hosts an ENE session that is 
attended by counsel and their clients and which begins with each 
side presenting the evidence and arguments supporting its case. 
Thereafter the evaluator assists in clarifying and focusing 
issues and provides a non-binding case assessment. If the 
parties wish, the evaluator also assists with settlement 
negotiations. If settlement discussions do not occur or do not 
resolve the case, the evaluator works with the parties to develop 
an efficient and effective discovery and motion plan and to 
position the case for early resolution by trial, dispositive 
motion or settlement. ENE is a non-binding, confidential 
process. 

Cases have generally been assigned to ENE at the time 
of filing based on various case criteria. Judges have 
occasionally referred other cases to ENE either sua sponte or on 
motion or stipulation of the parties. Cases assigned to ENE fall 
under the categories of contract, product liability, securities, 
insurance, employment, personal injury, fraud, antitrust, 
copyright, patent and trademark. The program is governed by the 
court's General order 26 (a copy of which is attached as Exhibit 
1) • 

1. Evaluation 

The court received a lengthy report on the study of its 
ENE program conducted by conSUltants Dean Jay Folberg and 
Professor Joshua Rosenberg of the University of San Francisco 
School of Law and Robert Barrett of Robert Barrett and Associates 
for the Task Force on Alternative Dispute Resolution of the 
court's Advisory Group. The study involved hundreds of cases 
filed between April 1988 and March 1992 that were eligible for 
ENE. The 1992 report of the court's CJRA Advisory Group 
summarizes some of the consultants' findings as follows: 

The USF Report confirms the moderately 
high satisfaction level of participants with 
the ENE process. Sixty-seven percent of 



attorneys and 64% of the parties were 
strongly or somewhat satisfied with ENE, and 
about the same percent felt that resources 
devoted to ENE were worth it. ENE ranked 
first as the most helpful ADR device, 
followed closely by Rule 16 case management 
conferences and settlement conferences. 
Thirty-five percent of the parties said that 
their case settled in ENE or as a consequence 
of it. 

Eighty-four percent of attorneys would 
choose ENE again for at least some types of 
litigation. contract type cases received the 
highest ranking and patent cases the lowest, 
with insurance, tort, employment, copyright 
and trademark cases falling in between. 

The biggest benefit of ENE to 
participants was in gaining a better 
understanding of the other side's view of the 
case. Attorneys and parties also benefited 
from ENE by gaining more knowledge of legal 
and factual issues, likely outcomes, and 
potential fees and other costs. The 
percentage of favorable responses ranged from 
31% to 67%. 

Forty percent of attorneys and 42% of 
parties felt that ENE reduced their overall 
costs. A comparable number felt that ENE 
increased costs. However, savings exceeded 
costs by ten times. The savings estimated by 
attorneys and parties averaged $47,000 and 
$44,000 respectively, while the average costs 
equaled only $3,300 and $5,900. (Ranges were 
wide.) 

Coming to grips with time saved by ENE 
was difficult, even after extensive analyses 
of dockets, questionnaires and interviews. 
using different measures, our conSUltants 
reported that about 40% of participants think 
that ENE cut case time, about half think that 
ENE improved early settlement prospects and 
half think that ENE reduced time to final 
disposition. 

The USF Report also contains these 
additional findings: 
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(1) Attorneys hold varying expectations 
of what their ENE session might accomplish, 
despite the court's written material on the 
sUbject. For example, 32% of attorneys do 
not look for ENE to be helpful in organizing 
and streamlining discovery and motion 
practice. Eighteen percent do not think that 
ENE would be helpful in improving prospects 
for settlement. 

This finding is significant in that some 
evidence was found that an attorney's 
expectations affected preparation time for 
the ENE session, and in turn the success of 
the session itself. 

(2) There is a lack of knowledge about 
ENE among litigating attorneys who have not 
been part of the ENE process. For example, 
32% of this group are unaware of the 
program's existence. 

(3) Participants confirmed the 
importance of parties with decisionmaking 
power attending ENE sessions. Nine percent 
of parties do not appear, and 12% of 
corporate participants were not armed with 
settlement authority. 

(4) Our conSUltants recognize that ENE 
is an individual process, with evaluators 
having sUbstantial discretion as to how they 
conduct each ENE session. Most evaluators 
agree on the basic goals, namely that the 
process should help participants identify and 
understand issues, enhance communication and 
achieve settlement. 

Evaluators often disagree on the 
priorities given these different goals, on 
the importance of planning discovery and 
trial motions, and whether parties should be 
asked to enter into stipulations of fact or 
law. 

Partly because priorities among 
evaluators vary, and because evaluators vary, 
our conSUltants found a wide variation in the 
way ENE sessions are conducted. However, 
they could not draw hard conclusions as to 
what works in an ENE session and what does 
not work, what promotes settlement and what 
does not, with one key exception, the 
personnel involved. 
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(5) Evidence clearly shows that the 
substance and style of individual evaluators 
does make a significant difference in how 
cases proceed, and in how successful ENE is 
as viewed by participants. Thirty-five 
percent of the satisfaction level with ENE is 
attributable to the identity of the 
evaluator. 

Interviews also highlighted the 
importance of some judicial involvement. The 
only other variable clearly linked to 
successful ENE is the degree to which a Judge 
endorses the process, and encourages 
litigants to pay attention to it. 

2. ENE Program Administration 

Prior to July 1, 1993, approximately 25 to 30 cases per 
month were being assigned to the ENE program. In 1991, 303 cases 
were assigned to ENE and 91 ENE sessions were held. In 1992, 343 
cases were assigned to ENE and 173 ENE sessions were held. 
Beginning July 1 of this year, a significant portion of the cases 
that would have been assigned to ENE at the time of filing are 
now being placed into the ADR Multi-Option pilot program, 
described below, in which the parties can elect to participate in 
ENE or another ADR option. We do not know how many of these 
cases will be selecting ENE. 

In an effort to improve the quality of the ENE process, 
the court conducted two full-day ENE training programs for over 
125 experienced and new evaluators during the summer of 1993. 
Magistrate Judge Brazil and the ADR Directors clarified the 
process and instructed on techniques, ethics, and the 
administrative process. One of the consultants who conducted the 
ENE study reported on their findings. Experienced evaluators 
shared ideas on successful and unsuccessful techniques and 
discussed the handling of problems and issues likely to arise. 
Almost all of those who attended reported that the training was a 
great success and believed it would enhance their future ENE 
sessions. We will conduct a third one-day training session early
in 1994. 

The evaluators who attended the training were given a 
binder handbook with the rules, guidelines, forms and other 
information about ENE. These handbooks are intended to be used 
by evaluators as a reference, and we periodically update them by 
sending out revised rules and other pertinent information. 

As part of our effort to improve the matching of cases 
to appropriate evaluators, we have asked our veteran and new 
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evaluators for more detailed information on their areas and 
subareas of expertise. We have been using this information in 
matching evaluators to cases. 

We also have changed the process of assigning 
evaluators to cases. Previously, the court sent a prospective 
evaluator a docket sheet and pertinent pleadings and waited for 
the evaluator to notify us by mail if he or she was either 
unavailable or had a conflict. In some cases many weeks would 
pass before a final evaluator could be confirmed. Now, one of 
the ADR Directors or their Administrative Assistant calls the 
evaluators to discuss their availability and likelihood of 
conflicts. As a result, we are able to identify potential 
conflicts at an earlier stage and thereby confirm evaluators more 
quickly. 

The court has also improved other internal ENE 
procedures, has updated and improved many of the forms relating 
to the program and has revised General Order 26 which governs the 
ENE program. We will be designing an improved database to help 
us monitor and evaluate the ENE program. 

B. ADR MULTI-OPTION PILOT 

On July I, 1993, the court adopted an ADR Multi-Option 
Pilot program (governed by General Order 36, a copy of which is 
attached as Exhibit 2) to offer litigants in certain civil cases 
a range of alternative dispute resolution processes. In this 
pilot, litigants in certain cases assigned to any of the five 
participating judges are presumptively required to participate in 
one of the following ADR processes offered by the court: 

• Arbitration (non-binding or binding) 
• Early Neutral Evaluation (ENE) 
• Mediation 
• Early Settlement Conference with a Magistrate Judge 

With the court's approval, a private ADR procedure may be 
substituted for a court program. 

Litigants are encouraged to stipulate early to an ADR 
process. Unless they have stipulated to an ADR process, counsel 
are required to participate in a joint telephone conference with 
the court's ADR Director or Deputy Director (approximately 100 
days after the case is filed) to consider the suitability of the 
ADR options to their case. 

When litigants have not stipulated to an ADR process 
before the Case Management Conference (approximately 120 days 
after filing), the judge will discuss the ADR options with 
counsel at that conference. If the parties cannot agree on a 
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process before the end of the Case Management Conference, the 
judge will select one of the court's non-binding ADR processes 
unless persuaded that no ADR process is likely to deliver 
benefits to the case sufficient to justify the resources consumed 
by its use. 

The time and date of the ADR phone conference are set 
at the time the case is filed. Beginning in mid-October, the 
court has scheduled approximately 17-20 phone conferences per 
week. These conferences will be cancelled in cases in which 
parties already have stipulated to an ADR process or the case has 
already been dismissed. When the litigants do not stipulate to 
an ADR process before the Case Management Conference, the ADR 
Directors can, at the judge's request, recommend to the judge the 
ADR process they think most likely to benefit the case. 

It is too early to assess the impact of this program. 
The FJC will be evaluating the program as part of its evaluation 
of our demonstration. We will be coordinating with the FJC to 
conduct our own evaluation as well. We hope to learn from this 
pilot about the potential and relative advantages of the ADR 
processes in different types of cases, including their impact on 
cost and delay. 

C. MEDIATION PROGRAM 

Mediation is a new ADR option introduced in our court 
on July 1, 1993, as part of the ADR Multi-Option pilot described 
above. The mediation program is governed by General Order 37 (a 
copy of which is attached as Exhibit 3). 

1. Description 

Mediation is a non-binding, confidential process in 
which a neutral attorney-mediator helps counsel and their clients 
explore settlement alternatives. The mediator has been specially 
trained by the court, is experienced in communication and 
negotiation techniques, and is knowledgeable about federal 
litigation. The mediator works with the parties and their 
counsel to improve communication across party lines, helps each 
party clarify its understanding of its and its opponent's 
interests, probes the strengths and weaknesses of each party's 
legal positions, identifies areas of agreement and generates 
options for a mutually agreeable resolution to the dispute. The 
mediator generally does not give an overall evaluation of the 
case. 

Cases are referred to mediation either through the 
judges in the ADR Pilot or occasionally through other judges. 
The subject matter categories include: contract, product 
liability, securities, insurance, employment, personal injury, 
property damage, antitrust, copyright, patent and trademark. 
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We anticipate that cases will begin to be assigned to 
mediation under the ADR Pilot in October when the first ADR Phone 
Conferences and Case Management Conferences are held in ADR pilot 
cases. In the meantime it is encouraging that some judges have 
already assigned cases not in the ADR Pilot to mediation. 

2. 	 Mediation Program Administration 

The court has conducted three two-day mediation 
training programs for neutrals who will serve in the mediation 
program and for ENE evaluators, some of whom will serve as 
mediators and others of whom will use the mediation training to 
enhance their ENE skills. 

The mediators who attended the training were given a 
binder handbook with the rules, guidelines, forms and other 
information about the ADR Multi-option pilot and mediation 
program. These handbooks are intended to be used by mediators as 
a reference, and we periodically update them by sending out 
revised rules and other pertinent information. 

The court is in the process of developing 
administrative procedures, forms and a database for monitoring 
and evaluating the mediation program. The FJC will be evaluating 
the mediation program as part of its assessment of our 
demonstration. 

D. 	 ADR CERTIFICATION RULE 

Based in part on the recommendation of the court's CJRA 
Advisory Group, the court initiated an ADR Certification 
requirement for cases filed on or after July 1, 1993. Pursuant 
to the court's General Order 35 (a copy of which is attached as 
Exhibit 4), counsel and their clients must certify that they have 

• 	 read the brochure entitled Dispute Resolution 
Procedures in the Northern District ox Calixornia; 

• 	 discussed the available court and private dispute 
resolution options; 

• 	 and considered whether their case might benefit from 
any of them. 

The brochure, which has been distributed by the court since 1989, 
is given to the plaintiff or removing defendant upon the filing 
of a complaint or notice of removal, who in turn must serve it on 
the other parties. The certification requirement was implemented 
to help ensure that attorneys and their clients are informed of 
available ADR options. 
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It is too early to examine the impact of this new rule. 
For litigants who choose to participate in an ADR program, we 
will attempt to discern the factors that led to their choice, 
including information provided by the court, such as the 
brochure. 

E. ARBITRATION 

In 1978, this court became one of the first three 
federal district courts to offer non-binding arbitration. The 
arbitration program reaches contract, personal injury and 
property damage cases in which the only relief sought is monetary 
and in which the amount in controversy is less than $150,000. 
The case criteria and procedures for this program are described 
in the court's Local Rule 500, a copy of which is attached as 
Exhibit 5. 

The number of cases designated at filing for the 
arbitration track has averaged between 500 and 550 per year. The 
number of arbitration hearings held annually is approximately 65. 
Following the arbitration hearing, any party may request without 
penalty a trial de novo in front of a district judge. 
Approximately 1.5% of cases assigned to the arbitration track 
ever have that trial de novo. 

This program was evaluated by the Federal Judicial 
Center in a comprehensive report issued in 1990. The FJC found 
that over 80% of the lawyers whose cases were ordered into the 
arbitration track gave a positive overall endorsement of the 
program. More than 90% of these lawyers indicated that the 
arbitration procedures were fair, and about two-thirds felt that 
assigning the case to the arbitration program had resulted in an 
earlier and less expensive disposition of their case. The FJC 
also found that 85% of the litigants whose cases proceeded to an 
arbitration hearing felt that the entire arbitration program and 
the hearing itself were fair. 

since July 1 of this year, a significant number of the 
cases that would have been assigned to arbitration at filing are 
now part of the ADR Multi-Option Pilot program, described above. 
We do not yet know how many of the ADR Pilot cases will 
ultimately be assigned to arbitration. 
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GENERAL ORDER NO. 26 

EARLY NEUTRAL EVALUATION 

Notice Regarding Cases in the Case Management Pilot Program 

In all cases which are assigned to the Case Management Pilot Program 
and to Early Neutral Evaluation, requests for extension of time to serve 
the summons and complaint shall be addressed to the judge to whom 
the case is assigned rather than to the ENE Magistrate Judge. nus 
notice supersedes section 3.f.( 4) of Amended General Order No. 26. 

1. PURPOSE 

The Court recognizes that full, formal litigation of claims can impose large economic 
burdens on parties and can delay resolution of disputes for considerable periods. The 
procedure established by this General Order provides litigants with means to resolve their 
disputes faster and at less cost. 

2. CATEGORIES OF CASES ELIGIBLE FOR INCLUSION .... IN THE EARLY 
NEUTRAL EVALUATION PROGRAM 

a. Only civil matters are eligible for inclusion in the Early Neutral Evaluation (ENE) 
program. Among civil matters, class actions, cases in which the principal relief sought is 
injunctive, or in which one or more of the parties is proceeding in' pro per, shall not be 
automaticaUy ordered into the program. Cases in which a declaratory judgment is sought 
may be automatically ordered into the program except when the only parties to the action 
are insurance carriers, sureties, or bonding companies. Suits of the following nature, as 
designated on the Civil Cover Sheet, may be automatically ordered into the program: 
CONTRACf: Insurance (110), Miller Act (130), Negotiable Instrument (140), Stockholders 
Suits (160), Odlcr-Contract (190), and Contract Product Uability (195); TORTS: Motor 
Vehicle (350), Motor Vehicle Product Liability (355), Other Personal Injury (360), Personal 
Injury ·Product Liability (365), and Other Fraud (370); CIVIL RIGHTS: Employment (442); 
PROPERTY RIGHTS: Copyrights (820), Patent (830), and Trademark (840); OTHER 
ST A T'lITES: Antitrust (410), Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (470), and 
Securities/Commodities/Exchange (850). To the extent that qualified evaluators are 
available, individual judges may designate cases in other subject matter categories. for 
inclusion in the program. 

b. Absent a written stipulation executed by all parties (through counsel), cases that 
meet the criteria for inclusion in the Court's arbitration program under Local Rule 500 shall 
not be designated for Early Neutral Evaluation. 
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3. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE 

a. Subject to the availability of qualified evaluators and of administrative resources 
in the Court, every even numbered case that meets the criteria set forth in paragraph 2., 
above, and that has been assigned to a judge who is participating in the program, shall be 
designated for Early Neutral Evaluation. Any judge of this Court, on motion from a party 
or acting sua sponte, may designate additional individual cases for inclusion in the program. 

b. The Court has assigned responsibility for all procedural matters related to the 
Early Neutral Evaluation program to the ENE Magistrate Judge (~ attached Order). 
Appeals from his decisions will be heard by the judge to whom the case is assigned only if 
they are filed within ten calendar days of service of the order containing the Magistrate 
Judge's ruling. 

c. A party who believes that some extraordinary circumstance makes it unfair to have 
its case go through the evaluation process may petition the ENE Magistrate Judge for relief, 
but must do so within ten calendar days of receiving notice that the case has been designated 
for the program. Such petitions shall be presented in letter form, shall set forth in detail the 
considerations supporting the petition, shall indicate realistically the amount in controversy 
in the case, and shall be accompanied by a proposed order. 

d. At the time a case is designated for ENE the Qerk shall provide plaintiff's counsel 
with a notice of such designation, a copy of this General Order and such other materials as 
required by the Court or the ENE Magistrate Judge~_. The plaintiff shall provide all 
defendants with copies of the Notice, General Order, and materials explaining the ENE 
program at the time the defendants are served or within ten calendar days of the date 
plaintiff's counsel receives this material from the Court. Any party who, after the filing of 
the original complaint, causes a new party to be joined in the action (e.g., by way of 
impleader) shall promptly serve on that new party a copy of the Notice descn*bed in this 
paragraph, this General Order, and the material that explains the ENE program. 

e. Each party who has a duty under this Order to serve documents on another party 
shall file proof of service promptly after effecting same. 

f. CaseHiesignated for ENE are subject to the following requirements: 

(1) The evaluation session described hereafter shall be held within 150 days 
of the filing of the complaint unless otherwise ordered by the ENE Magistrate Judge on a 
showing of good cause. 

(2) Service of the summons and complaint on all defendants shall be effected 
within forty (40) days of the filing of the complaint. Failure to effect service within this 
period will result in the issuance of an order to show cause why the complaint should not 
be dismissed for lack of prosecution. 
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(3) Subparagraph (a) of Local Rule 220-10, which permits panies to stipulate 
to one 6O-day extension of time to comply with deadlines fixed by the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure, shaD run apply to pJeadinp or responses to pJeadina that are filed in cases 
designated for ENE. In cases designated for ENE, pleadings and responses to pleadings 
shall be filed by the deadlines set in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure unless, prior to 
those deadlines, a party has secured permission from the ENE Magistrate Judge to file by 
another date. These rules for "pleadings" do not apply to requests for or responses to 
"discovery. " 

(4) To seek relief from any of the deadlines referred to in the preceding 
subparagraphs, a pany must submit a letter directly to the ENE Magistrate Judge, with a 
copy to the evaluator (if appointed), detailing the considerations that support the request 
and indicating whether any other party objects to it Such Jetter requests must be 
accompanied by a proposed order setting forth the date by which the party shall meet the 
obligation in question or the ENE session shan be held. 

g. When the Oerk ascertains the identity of the lawyers who will be representing the 
named parties in the action, he or she will designate an evaluator with expertise in the 
subject matter of the lawsuit After being satisfied that the evaluator has no conflict of 
interest and will be available during the appropriate period, the Oerk will disclose the 
identity of the evaluator to the assigned judge and to counsel 

h. No evaluator may serve in any matter in violation of the standards set forth in 
Section 455 of Title 28 of the United States Code. If an evaluator is concerned that a 
circumstance covered by subparagraph (a) of that section might exist, e.g., if the evaluator's 
law firm has represented one or more of the parties, or if one of the lawyers who would 
appear before the evaluator at the ENE session is involved in a case on which an attorney 
in the evaluator's firm is working, the evaluator shall promptly disclose that circumstance to 
all counsel in writing. A party who be1ieves that the assigned evaluator has a conflict of 
interest shall bring this concern to the attention of the ENE Magistrate Judge, in writing, 
within ten calendar days of learning the source of the potential conflict or shall be deemed 
to have waived objection. 

i. Within the time frames fixed by the Court, the evaluator shall fix the specific date 
and place o~ evaluation session. The evaluation session shan be held in a suitable 
neutral setting, e.g., at the office of the evaluator or in the courthouse. Unless otherwise 
ordered by the ENE Magistrate Judge or the judge to whom the case is assigned, the 
evaluation session shall be held within 150 days of the filing of the complaint and within 
forty-five (45) days of the date on which the Clerk's office notifies plaintiff's counsel of the 
identity of the evaluator. Requests for extensions of these deadlines shall be presented in 
the first instance to the ENE Magistrate Judge and shall be granted only after a showir:ag of 
extraordinary circumstances. Such requests shall be delivered to the Magistrate Judge's 
chambers, and a copy provided to the evaluator, no later than ten calendar days after the 
requesting party has received notice of the date set by the evaluator for the session and shall 
be in writing in the form specified in paragraph 3.f.(4), above, accompanied by a proposed 
order. 
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j. The Oerk and the evaluators shall schedule ENE events and administer the 
program in a manner that does not interfere in any way with the management of the action 
by the assigned judge. Any follow-up to an ENE session that is ordered by an evaluator may 
not impose duties or fix schedules that are inconsistent with orders entered by the assigned 
judge. No party may seek to avoid or postpone any obligation imposed by the assigned 
judge on any ground related to the ENE program. 

4. WRITTEN EVALUATION STATEMENTS 

a. No later than ten calendar days prior to the evaluation session each party shall 
submit directly to the evaluator, and shall serve on all other parties, a written evaluation 
statement. Such statements shall not exceed fifteen (15) pages (not counting exhibits and 
attachments) and shall confonn to Local Rule 120.1. While such statements may include any 
infonnation that would be useful, they must: 

(1) identify the person(s), in addition to counsel, who will attend the session 
as representative of the party with decision making authority, 

(2) describe briefly the substance of the suit, 

(3) address whether there are legal or factual issues whose early resolution 
might appreciably reduce the scope of the dispute or contnbute significantly to settlement 
negotiations, and 

(4) identify the discovery that promises to contnbute most to equipping the 
parties for meaningful settlement negotiations. 

b. Parties may identify in these statements persons connected to a party opponent 
(including a representative of a party opponent's insurance carrier) whose presence at the 
evaluation session would improve substantially the prospects for making the session 
productive; the fact that a person has been so identified, however, shall not, by itself, result 
in an order compelling that person to attend the ENE session. 

c. Parties shall attach to their written evaluation statements copies of documents out 
of which the suit..arose, e.g., contracts, or whose availability would materially advance the 
purposes of the evaluation session, e.g., medical reports or documents by which special 
damages might be determined 

d. The written evaluation statements shall not be filed with the Court and the 
assigned judge shall not have access to them. 

e. Special Provisions for Patent, Copyright, and Trademark Cases. 

(1) Patent Cases: In a case where a party is basing claims on a patent, that 
party shall attach to its written statement an element-by-element analysis of the relationship 
between the applicable claims in the patent and the allegedly infringing product. In addition, 
each party who asserts a claim based on a patent shall describe in its written statement its 
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theory or theories of damages and shall set fortli as much information that supports each 
theory as is then available. Any party who asserts a defense against the patent based on 
"prior arttl shall attach an exlubit that identifies each known example of alleged prior art and 
that descnbes the relationship between each such example of prior art and the claims of the 
patent. In addition, if such party denies infringement, it shall descnbe the basis for such 
denial. 

(2) Copyright Cases: A party who bases a claim on copyright shall include 
as exlubits the copyright registration and exemplars of both the copyrighted work and the 
allegedly infringing work( s), and shall make a systematic comparison showing points of 
similarity. Such party also shall present whatever direct or indirect evidence it has of 
copying, and shall indicate whether it intends to elect statutory or actual damages. Each 
party in a copyright case who is accused of infringing shall set forth in its written statement 
the dollar volume of sales of and profits from the allegedly infringing works that it and any 
entities for which it is legally responsible have made. 

(3) Trademark Cases: A party who bases a claim on trademark or trade 
dress infringement, or on other unfair competition, shall include as an exhibit its registration, 
if any, exemplars of both its use of its mark and use of the allegedly infringing mark, both 
including a description or representation of the goods or services on or in connection with 
which the marks are used, and any evidence it has of actual confusion. If "secondary 
meaning" is in issue, such a party also shall describe the nature and extent of the advertising 
it has done with its mark and the volume of goods it has sold under its mark. Both parties 
shall descnbe in their evaluation statements how the consuming public is exposed to their 
respective marks and goods or services, including, if-·.available, photographic or other 
demonstrative evidence. Each party in a trademark or unfair competition case who is 
accused of infringement shall set forth the dollar volume of sales of and profits from goods 
or services bearing the allegedly infringing mark. 

5. AITENDANCE AT THE EVALUATION SESSION 

a. The parties themselves shall attend the evaluation session unless excused as 
provided in this section. This requirement reflects the Court's view that one of the principal 
purposes of the evaluation session is to afford litigants an opportunity to articulate their 
position and to hear, first hand, both their opponent's version of the matters in dispute and 
a neutral assessment of the relative strengths of the two sides' cases. A party other than a 
natural person (e.g., a corporation or association) satisfies this attendance requirement if it 
is represented at the session by a person (other than outside counsel) with authority to enter 
stipulations (of fact, law, or procedure) and to bind the party to terms of a settlement. A 
party that is a unit of government need not have present at the session the persons who 
would be required to approve a settlement before it could become final (e.g., the members 
of a city counselor the chief executive of a major agency), but must send to the session a 
representative, in addition to counsel, who is knowledgeable about the facts of the case and 
the governmental unit's position. In cases involving insurance carriers, representatives of the 
insurance companies, with authority, shall attend the evaluation session. 
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b. Each party shall be accompanied at the evaluation session by tbelawyer expected 
to be primarily responsible for handling the trial of the matter. 

Co A party or lawyer will be excused from attending the evaluation session only after 
a showing that attendance would impose an extraordinary or otherwise Ul1j1utifiable 
hardship. A party or lawyer seeking to be excused must petition the ENE Magistrate Judge, 
in writing, and provide a copy to the evaluator, no fewer than fifteen (IS) calendar days 
before the date set for the session. Any such petition should be in the form of a letter, shall 
set forth all considerations that support the request, shall state realistically the amount in 
controversy in the case, and shall be accompanied by a proposed order. A party or lawyer 
who is excused from appearing in person at the session shall be available to participate by 
telephone. 

6. PROCEDURE AT THE EVALUATION SESSION 

a. The evaluators shall have considerable discretion in structuring the evaluation 
sessions. The sessions shall proceed informally. Rules of evidence shall not apply. There 
shall be no formal examination or cross examination of witnesses. 

b. In each case the evaluator shall: 

(1) permit each party (through counselor otherwise) to make an oral 
presentation of its position; 

(2) help the parties identify areas of agreement and, where feasible, enter 
stipulations; 

(3) assess the relative strengths and weaknesses of the parties' contentions and 
evidence, and explain as carefully as possible the reasoning by the evaluator that supports 
these assessments; 

(4) if the parties are interested, help them, through private caucusing or 
otherwise, explore the possibility of settling the case; 

(5) .~:stimate, where feasible, the likelihood of liability and the dollar range of 
damages; 

(6) help the parties devise a plan for sharing the important information and/or 
conducting the key discovery that will equip them as expeditiously as possible to enter 
meaningful settlement discussions or to posture the case for disposition by other means; and 

(7) determine whether some form of follow·up to the session would contnbnte 
to the case development process or to settlement. 
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7. FOLLOW-up 

At the close of the evaluation session, the evaluator and the parties shall discuss 
whether it would be beneficial to schedule some kind of follow-up to the session. 

The evaluator may order limited forms of follow-up, for example (1) responses to 
settlement offers or demands, (2) a focused telephone conference, (3) exchanges of letters 
between counsel addressing specified legal or factual issues, or (4) written or telephonic 
reports to the evaluator, e.g., descnbing how discovery or other events occurring after the 
ENE session have affected a party's analysis of the case or position with respect to 
settlement. If appropriate, the evaluator may order that written follow-up reports be signed 
not only by counsel, but also by their clients. 

With the parties' consent, the evaluator may schedule a follow-up evaluation or 
settlement session. 

8. CONFIDENTIALfIY 

This Court and all counsel and parties shall treat as confidential aU written and oral 
communications made in connection with or during any Early Neutral Evaluation session. 
The Court hereby extends to aU such communications all the protections afforded by Federal 
Rule of Evidence 408 and by Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 68. In addition, no 
communication made in connection with or during any Early Neutral Evaluation session may 
be disclosed to anyone not involved in the litigation. Nor may any such communication be 
used for any purpose (including impeachment) in any pending or future proceeding in this 
Court. The privileged and confidential status afforded to communications made in 
connection with any Early Neutral Evaluation session is extended to include not only matters 
emanating from parties and counsel but also evaluators' comments and assessments, as well 
as their recommendations about case development, discovery and motions. There shall be 
no communication about such matters between evaluators and judges of this Court. Nothing 
in this paragraph shall be construed to prevent parties, counsel, or evaluators from 
responding, in absolute confidentiality, to inquiries by any person duly authorized by this 
Court to analyze the utility of the ENE program. Nor shall anything in this paragraph be 
construed to prolubit parties from entering and fIling procedural or factual stipulations based 
on suggestions o.r agreements made in connection with an ENE session. 

9. LIMITS ON POWERS OF EVALUATORS 

a. Within limits imposed by this Orde r or by individual judicial officers of this Coun, 
evaluators shall have authority to fIx the time and place for and to structure evaluation ses
sions and follow-up events. Evaluators shall have no powers other than those described here 
and in paragraphs 6 and 7 of this Order. Evaluators shall have no authority to compel 
parties to conduct or respond to discovery or to fIle motions. Nor shall evaluators have 
authority to determine what the issues in any case are, or to impose limits on parties' pretrial 
activities. 
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b. Evaluators shall promptly report to the ENE Magistrate Judge violations of this 
Order, including failures to submit timely Written Evaluation Statements Of failures to 
comply with the attendance requirements set forth in this Order. 

10. COMPENSATION OF EVALUATORS 

ENE evaluators shall volunteer their preparation time and the first four hours of their 
time in ENE sessions. After four hours of ENE sessions, the evaluatof may either (1) 
continue to volunteer his or her time or (2) give the parties the option of concluding the 
procedure or paying the neutral for additional time at an hourly rate of $150. The ENE 
procedure will continue only if all parties and the evaluator agree. 

11. ENFORCEMENT 

The ENE Magistrate Judge shaD conduct evidentiary hearings, make findings of fact, 
and recommend conclusions of law with respect to alleged violations of this Order. The 
Magistrate Judge's reports shaD be made to the judge assigned to the case in which the 
violation(s) allegedly occurred. Objections to the Magistrate Judge's report shall be made 
in writing within ten days after service of notice that the report has been filed. 

12. QUESTIONS ABOUT ENE 

Please direct any questions about ENE to the ADR Unit at 4151556-3167. 

ADOPTED: May 21, 1985 
AMENDED: July 22, 1986 
AMENDED: August 12, 1988 
AMENDED: January 1,1990 
AMENDED: July 1, 1993 
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GENERAL ORDER NO. 36 


ADR MULTI·OPTION PILOT PROGRAM 


I. PURPOSE 


The court adopts an ADR Multi-Option Pilot program (the "ADR Pilot") to offer 
litigants in certain civil cases a range of court-i:Onnected alternative dispute resolution 
(ADR) processes. These processes are designed to provide quicker, less expensive and 
potentially more satisfying alternatives to continuing litigation without impairing the quality 
of justice or the right to trial 

The Northern District of California is one of three federal courts specifically 
mandated by Congress, under the Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990, to "experiment with 
various methods of reducing cost and delay in civil litigation, including alternative dispute 
resolution." 28 U.S.c. 1471 Note. The ADR Pilot represents one such experiment through 
which the court hopes to assess the potential of various ADR processes in different kinds 
of cases. 

n. SUMMARY 

In this pilot, litigants in certain cases designateQ.upon the filing of the complaint or 
notice of removal are presumptively required to participate in one non-binding ADR process 
offered by the court (Arbitration, Early Neutral Evaluation, Mediation, or Early Settlement 
Conference with a Magistrate Judge) or may substitute a similar process offered by a private 
provider. Unless they have stipulated to an ADR process, counsel shaD participate in a joint 
telephone conference with the Director or Deputy Director of the court's Alternative 
Dispute Resolution (ADR) program to consider the suitability of the ADR options to their 
case. When litigants have not stipulated to an ADR process before the Case Management 
Conference (see General Order No. 34), the judge will discuss the ADR options with 
counsel at that conference. If the parties cannot agree on a process before the end of the 
Case Management Conference, the judge will select one of the ADR processes offered by 
the court unless -persuaded that no ADR process is likely to deliver benefits to the case 
sufficient to justify the resources consumed by its use. 

In. SCOPE 

All civil actions filed in this court on or after July 1, 1993 that are assigned to the 
following judges and subject to the Case Management Pilot (General Order No. 34), ~hall 
be automatically assigned to the ADR Pilot and governed by this General Order (excluded 
cases are listed in Appendix A): 
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Chief Judge Thelton E. Henderson Judge Vaughn R. Walker 
Judge Marilyn Hall Patel Judge Barbara A Caulfield 
Judge Fern M. Smith 

IV. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER COURT RULES 

ADR Pilot cases shall remain subject to this court's Local Rules and General Orders 
(including General Order No. 34 governing the Case Management Pilot), as well as to 
individual judges' Standing Orders, but the provisions of this General Order shall supersede 
any conflicting provisions of any such Rules or Orders. 

V. SERVICE OF PERTINENT DOCUMENTS 

Upon the filing of a complaint or notice of removal, the Clerk shall give the filing 
party an Order re Court Procedures indicating whether the case has been assigned to the 
ADR Pilot and specifying, among other dates, a date and time for an ADR Telephone 
Conference; a copy of this General Order; a Notice re ADR Multi..()ption Pilot; the 
brochure entitled Dispute Resolution ProcedUTes in the Northern District of Califomitl; and 
such other materials as required by the Court The filing party shall serve these documents 
on all other parties with the complaint or notice of removal and other papers required to 
be served 

Any party who, after the filing of the original complaint and before the initial Case 
Management Conference, causes a new party to be joined in the action, shall promptly serve 
on that new party a copy of the items described in the preceding paragraph. 

A party required under this Order to serve documents on another party shall file 
proof of service promptly after effecting service. 

VI. ADR OPTIONS 

All litigants whose cases are assigned to the ADR Pilot are presumptively required 
to select one of the following court ADR programs in which to participate: 

• Arbitration (non-binding or binding) 

• Early NeutroJ. E"a/uation (ENE) 

• Mediation 

• Early Settlement Confennce with a MagistrtIU Judge (subjed to tmJilability) 



These programs are descnbed in the brochure Dispute Resolution. Procedures in the 
Northern District ofCalifornia. Arbitration is governed by Local Rule 500, ENE by General 
Order No. 26 and Mediation by General Order No. 37. The brochure, Rule and General 
Orders are available in the court clerk's office. 

A private ADR procedure (such as arbitration, ENE or mediation) conducted within 
the time frames set forth in Section VII.D. may be substituted for a court program if the 
parties so stipulate and the assigned judge approves. 

VU. PROCEDURE FOR SELECTING AND PARTICIPATING IN ADR PROCESS 

A. Stipulation 

As soon as feasible after filing or removal, counsel shall confer to attempt to agree 
on an ADR process. If counsel agree on an ADR process, they shall file, as soon as 
feasible, a Stipulation and Order Selecting ADR Process in the form attached as Appendix 
B to this General Order. The parties also shall specify which information, if any, will be 
disclosed or discovered before the ADR process begins. 

If the parties file a stipulation selecting an ADR procedure before the elate set for 
the ADR Telephone Conference (see" B, below), the Telephone Conference shaD not take 
place. Parties who stipulate to a procedure after the Te]ephone Conference may do so in 
their Case Management Statement 

B. ADR Telephone Conference 

On the Order re Court Procedures distributed by the clerk upon the filing of the 
complaint or notice of removal, the derk shall specify a time and date, 95 to 105 days after 
filing, for a joint ADR Telephone Conference. During the phone conference, the ADR 
Director or Deputy Director will discuss with counsel the suitability of the ADR options for 
their particular case. 

The court will notify the parties of the procedures for the ADR Telephone 
Conference. The attorney expected to be primarily responsible for handling the trial of the 
matter shall participate in the ADR conference. Oients and their insurance carriers are 
strongly encouraged to participate as well. Counsel may request an in-person ADR 
conference at the court in lieu of the telephone conference by calling the ADR Unit at 
415/556-3167. 
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C. Case Management Conference 

If the parties do not stipulate to an ADR option before the Case Management 
Conference, the judge shall discuss with the parties the selection of an option at that 
Conference. The ADR Director or Deputy Director may consult with the judge before the 
Case Management Conference and may recommend a specific ADR option for that case. 

If the parties agree to 11 particular ADR option at the Case Management Conference 
and the judge approves, the judge will issue an order referring the case to that program. 
If the parties do not agree on an ADR program, and the judge deems it appropriate, he or 
she will select one of the court ADR programs (either Non-binding Arbitration, ENE, 
Mediation or an Early Settlement Conference with a Magistrate Judge) and issue an order 
referring the case to that program. 

If the parties persuade the judge that no ADR process is likely to deliver benefits to 
the case sufficient to justify the resources consumed by its use, the judge will exempt their 
case from the Pilot. 

D. TImin, of ADR Process 

Unless otherwise ordered, Arbitrations shall be conducted within 135 days after the 
Case Management Conference and Early Neutral Evaluation or mediation sessions sball be 
conducted within 90 days after the date for which the first Case Management Conference 
was initially set. .. 

E. Certification of Completion 

The arbitrator( s) shall file an award upon completion of a court-connected 
arbitration. Upon completion of a court-connected ENE session, mediation session, or a 
Magistrate Judge Settlement Conference, the neutral or Magistrate Judge shall file a 
Certification in the form provided by the court certifying that the process was completed 
When a private ADR program is substituted for a coun process, the parties shall file the 
Certification. 

F. Selection of Negtrals in Court ADR Prnvams 

Parties shall select arbitrators in accordance with LR 500. The ADR Directors will 
assign ENE evaluators and mediators to cases from the coun's rosters of trained neutra)s 
for each of these two programs. While parties may indicate a preference for a particular 
Magistrate Judge for an Early Settlement Conference, the coun will select the Magistrate 
Judge based on availability. 
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G. Payment or Neutrals 

1. Arbitrators 

Arbitrators are paid by the court through funds authorized pursuant to 28 U.S.c. 
§657. Arbitrators who serve alone are paid $250 per day of hearing or portion thereof and 
members of three-arbitrator panels are paid $150 per day or portion thereof. 

2. ENE Evaluators and Mediators 

ENE evaluators and mediators shall volunteer their preparation time and the first 
four hours of their time in ADR sessions. After four hours, the neutral may either (1) 
continue to volunteer his or her time or (2) give the parties the option of concluding the 
procedure or paying the neutral for additional time at an hourly rate of $150. The 
procedure will continue only if all parties and the neutral agree. 

All terms and conditions of payment must be clearly communicated to the parties. 
The parties may agree to pay the fee in other than equal portions. The parties shall pay the 
neutral directly. At the conclusion of the ADR process, the neutral shall promptly report 
to the coun the amount of any payment received 

VIU. QUESTIONS ABOUT PILOT 

Parties may direct questions about ADR optionS; the ADR Telephone Conference 
or the operation of the ADR Pilot to the coun's ADR Unit at 4151556-3167. Any request 
for continuance of the ADR Telephone Conference must be made in the first instance to 
the ADR Director and not to the assigned judge. 

IX. REQUESTS FOR RELIEF 

To seek relief from any obligation imposed by this Order or an ADR order, including 
an extension of the deadline for conducting the ADR session, a party shall submit a letter 
to the ADR ~r, for transmittal to the assigned judge, detailing the considerations that 
support the zequest and indicating whether the other party or parties join or object to it. 
Such letter requests shall be accompanied by a proposed order setting fonh the date by 
which the party shall meet the obligation in question. Such requests will be granted only 
after a showing of extraordinary circumstances. 
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x. EVALUATION 

Congress has mandated that the coun's ADR programs be evaluated Neutrals, 
attorneys and clients shall promptly respond to any inquiries or questionnaires from persons 
authorized by the court to evaluate the programs. Questionnaire responses will be used for 
research and monitoring purposes only and the sources of specific information will not be 
disclosed to the assigned judge or in any report 

ADOPTED: July 1, 1993 

FOR THE COURT 

APPENDIX A 

CATEGORIES OF CASEs 
EXCLUDED FROM PILOT 

The following types of cases, based on information set forth on the Civil Cover 
Sheet, are excluded from this General Order: class actions, multidistrict litigation, 
transferred cases, cases filed by pro se plaintiffs, cases remanded from appellate court, 
reinstated and reopened cases, and cases in the following nature of suit categories: Prisoner 
Petitions (510 - 550) Forfeiture/Penalty (610 - 690), Bankruptcy (422·423), Social Security 
(861 - 865), Contracts (only nos. 150 (Recovery of Overpayment and Enforcement of 
Judgment), 151 (Medicare Act), 152 (Recovery of Defaulted Student Loans), and 153 
(Recovery of Ovetpayment ofVeteran's Benefits», Civil Rights (only no. 441 (Voting», and 
other Statutes {only nos. 400 (State Reapportionment), 460 (Deportation), 810 {Selective 
Service), 815 (Customer Challenge 12 USC 3410), 892 (Economic Stabilization Act), 894 
(Energy Allocation Act), 895 (Freedom of Information Act) and 900 (Appeal of Fee 
Determination Under Equal Access to Justice». 

MEDPl\G036 
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UNITED STATES DISTRIcr COURT 


NORTIlERN DISTRIcr OF CAllFORNIA 


CASE NO. CV 

Plaintiff, STIPULATION AND ORDER 
SELECflNG ADR PROCESS 

v. 

Defendant 

L 	 ADRPROCESS 

The parties hereby stipulate to participate in the ADR process checked below (select one 
court-connected or private process). 

Court-CODDectecI ADR processes: 

a 	 Arbitration 


a Non-binding 


a Binding 


a 	 Early Neutral Evaluation (ENE) 

o 	 Early Settlement Conference with a Magistrate Judge 

o 	 Mediation 

Priwte ADR process: 


0 Type of Process: ____________ 


Name, address and phone number of private provider: 

THIS FORM OF STIPULATION AND ORDER SELECIlNG ADR PROCESS IS 

APPENDIX B TO GENERAL ORDER J(j 
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ll. 	 TIMING FOR ADR PROCESS 

CI 	 Cases in ENE or Mediation (or similar private process): 

The parties shall conduct the ADR session by _ (no later tJum 
90 dilys after the date set for the first Case Management Conference ii1aIess otherwise 
ordered under General Order 34 § VlLD.) 

Cases in Arbitration (court-connected or private):CI 
The parties shall conduct the Arbitration by (no IDter dum 135days
alier the date set for the first Ctue Management Conference unless otherwise ordered 
the clerk will serid the parties a list of arbitrators for ranking within 10 days ajU!r the 
Case Management Conference.) 

m. 	 OTHER STIPULATIONS (e.g. regarding additional disclosures and/or discovery 
before the ADR session, issues to be addressed in ADR session, etc.) 

Dated: 	 Dated: 

Plaintiff 	 Defendant 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: 
United States District Judge 
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GENERAL ORDER NO. 37 


MEDIATION 


I. PURPOSE 


The court adopts a mediation program to broaden the range of alternative dispute 
resolution (ADR) processes that the court makes available to litigants. The mediation 
process is designed to provide a quicker, less expensive and potentially more satisfying 
alternative to continuing litigation without impairing the quality of justice or the right to trial. 

The Northern District of California is one of three federal courts specifically 
mandated by Congress, under the Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990, to "experiment with 
various methods of reducing cost and delay in civil litigation, including alternative dispute 
resolution.II 28 U.S.C §471 Note. The mediation program is one part of the court's 
response to this mandate. 

ll. DESCRIPTION OF MEDIATION 

Mediation is a non-binding, confidential process in which a neutral attorney-mediator 
helps counsel and their clients explore settlement alternatives. The mediator has been 
specially trained by the court, is experienced in communication and negotiation techniques, 
and is knowledgeable about federal litigation. The mediiitor works with the parties and their 
counsel to improve communication across party lines, helps parties clarify their 
understanding of their own and their opponent's interests, probes the strengths and 
weaknesses of each party's legal positions, identifies areas of agreement and generates 
options for a mutually agreeable resolution to the dispute. The mediator generally does not 
give an overall evaluation of the case. 

ill. EUGIBLE CASES 

Cases~.igned to the ADR Multi-Option Pilot (under General Order No. 36) are 
eliglble for the mediation program. The court will make mediation available to litigants in 
other civil cases filed on or after July 1, 1993 who stipulate to participate in the program if 
appropriate resources are available. 

IV. MEDIATORS 

A. AssipmeDt 

After entry of an ADR order (pursuant to General Order No. 36) or other court 
order in which mediation is selected, the ADR Directors shall appoint a mediator from the 
court's roster of qualified mediators and shall notify the parties of the appointment. 
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B. 	 Oualifications 

Mediators on the court's roster shall have strong mediation process skills and 
familiarity with civil litigation in federal court Each mediator must have been admitted to 
the practice of law for at least seven years and be a member of the bar of this court or of 
the faculty of an accredited law schooL The court may modify these requirements in 
individual cases for good cause. 

C. 	 Confticts of Interest 

No mediator may serve in violation of the standards set forth in 28 U.S.c. §4SS. If 
a circumstance covered by subparagraph (a) of that section might exist such that the 
mediator's impartiality might reasonably be questioned, the mediator shall promptly disclose 
that circumstance to all counsel in writing. A party who believes that the assigned mediator 
has a conflict of interest shall bring this concern to the attention of the ADR Director, in 
writing, within 10 calendar days of learning the source of the potential conflict or shall be 
deemed to have waived objection. Further guidance regarding the rules governing conflicts 
appears in the memorandum entitled Conflicts of Interest provided to mediators and 
available from the court's ADR unit. 

V. 	 SCHEDULING THE MEDIATION 

Promptly after being appointed to a case, the mediator shall fix the specific date and 
place of the mediation session within the time frame set 'by the ADR order. 

VI. 	 WRfITEN MEDIATION STATEMENTS I CONTACf WITH MEDIATOR 

No later than 10 calendar days before the first mediation session, each party shall 
submit directly to the mediator, and shall serve on all other parties, a written Mediation 
Statement. The statements shall Dot be filed with the court and the assigned judge shall not 
have access to them. The statements shall not exceed 10 pages (not counting exhibits and 
attachments) and shall: 

• 	 identify the person( s) with decision-making authority, who, in addition to 
counsel, will attend the mediation as representative(s) of the party, 

• 	 descn"be briefly the substance of the suit, addressing the party's views on the 
key liability issues and damages, 

• 	 identify persons connected to a party opponent (including an insurer's 
representative) whose presence might substantially improve the prospects for 
settlement, or the utility of the mediation, 
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• 	 contain the status of any settlement negotiations and any other information 
that might be useful to the mediator, and 

• 	 include copies of documents likely to make the mediation more useful or 
productive or materially advance settlement prospects. 

The mediator may request that the parties submit an additional confidential written 
statement or may discuss the case in confidence with an attorney during a telephone 
conversation. The mediator shall not disclose any party's confidential communication 
without permission. 

VII. 	 ATIENDANCE AT SESSION 

A. 	 Oients 

The parties themselves shall attend the mediation unless excused as provided in 
paragraph C, below. A party other than a natural person (e.g., a corporation or an ass0

ciation) satisfies this attendance requirement if represented by a person (other than outside 
counsel) with full authority to settle and knowledgeable about the facts of the case. 

In cases involving insurance carriers, representatives of the insurance companies, with 
full authority to settle, shall attend the mediation. A party that is a governmental unit shall 
send a representative, in addition to counsel, knowledgeable about the facts of the case and 
the governmental unit's position. 

B. 	 Attomgs 

Each party shall be accompanied at the mediation by the attorney expected to be 
primarily responsible for handling the trial of the matter. 

c. 	 Requests to be Excused 

A party or Jawyer will be excused from personally attending the mediation only after 
a showing that personal attendance would impose an extraordinary or otherwise unjustifiable 
hardship. A-party or attorney seeking to be excused shall submit a letter to the ADR 
Director, for transmittal to the assigned judge, and provide a copy to the mediator, no fewer 
than 15 calendar days before the date set for the session. The letter shall set forth all 
considerations that support the request, state realistically the amount in controversy in the 
case, and indicate whether the other party or parties join or object to the request. The 
letter shall be accompanied by a proposed order. A party or attorney excused from 
appearing in person at the session shall be available to participate by telephone. 
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VIIL PROCEDURE AT THE MEDIATION 

The mediations shall be informal Within guidelines fixed by the court, mediators 
shall have discretion to structure the mediation so as to maximize prospects for settling all 
or part of the case. The mediator may hold separate, private caucuses with any party or 
counsel but may not, without the consent of that party or counse~ disclose the contents of 
that discussion to any other party or counsel 

IX. FOLLOW UP 

At the close of the mediation session, the mediator and the parties shall jointly 
determine whether it would be appropriate to schedule follow up. Such follow up could 
include, but need not be limited to, written or telephonic reports that the parties might make 
to one another or to the mediator, exchange of specified kinds of information, and/or 
another mediation session. 

Within 10 days of the close of each mediation session and on the form provided by 
the court, the mediator shall report to the ADR Director whether the mediation resulted 
in full or partial settlement and whether any follow up was set. 

X. CONFIDENTIALl'lY 

This court, the mediator, aD counsel and parties shall treat as confidential an written 
and oral communications made in connection with or during any mediation session. The 
court hereby extends to aD such communications all the protections afforded by Federal 
Rule of Evidence 408 and by Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 68. 

No written or oral communication made by any party, attorney, mediator or other 
participant in connection with or during any mediation may be disclosed to anyone not 
involved in the litigation. Nor may such communication be used for any purpose (including 
impeachment) in any pending or future proceeding in this court Such communication may 
be disclosed, however, if all participants in the mediation, including the mediator, so agree. 

None ot"the- substance of any mediation may be communicated by anyone to the 
assigned judge. 

Nothing in this section shaD be construed to prevent parties, counselor mediators 
from responding, in absolute confidentiality, to inquiries or surveys by persons authorized 
by this court to evaluate the mediation program. Nor shall anything in this section be 
construed to prohibit parties from entering into written agreements resolving some or aD 'Of 
the case or entering and filing procedural or factual stipulations based on suggestions or 
agreements made in connection with a mediation session. 
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XI. COMPENSATION OF MEDIATORS 

Mediators shall volunteer their preparation time and the first four hours of their time 
in the mediation. After four hours of mediation, the mediator may either (1) continue to 
volunteer his or her time or (2) give the parties the option of concluding the procedure or 
paying the mediator for additional time at an hourly rate of $150. The procedure will 
continue only if all parties and the mediator agree. (~General Order 36, § VII.F.2) 

All terms and conditions of payment must be clearly communicated to the parties. 
The parties may agree to pay the fee in other than equal portions. The parties shall pay the 
mediator directly. The mediator shall promptly report to the court the amount of any 
payment received. 

XII. ENFORCEMENT 

Mediators shall promptly report any violation of this order to the ADR Director for 
transmittal to the assigned judge, including failure to submit timely written Mediation 
Statements or failure to comply with the attendance requirements of this Order. 

XIll. EVALUATION 

Congress has mandated that the court's ADR programs be evaluated Neutrals, 
attorneys and clients shall promptly respond to any inquiries or questionnaires from persons 
authorized by the court to evaJuate the programs. Questionnaire responses will be used for 
research and monitoring purposes only and the sources of specific information will not be 
disclosed to the assigned judge or in any report. 

ADOPTED: Jwyl,1~3 

FOR THE COURT 

CIDEFJUDGE 

MEDPl\G037 
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GENERAL ORDER NO. 35 

CERTIFICATION OF DISCUSSION OF ADR OPTIONS 

I. PURPOSE 

It is the policy of this court to help litigants resolve their civil disputes in a just, timely 
• and cost-effective manner. To that end, the court makes available to the parties in civil 

litigation several dispute resolution services described in the brochure entitled Dispute 
Resolution Procedures in the Northern District of California. The court encourages attorneys 
and clients to call its ADR Program Director or Deputy Director at'(415) 556-3167 to 
discuss the various options and their suitability for particular types of cases. 

ll. SERVICE 

When serving a Complaint or Notice of Removal, the filing party shall serve on all 
other parties a copy of this General Order and the brochure entitled Dispute Resolution 
Procedures in the Northern District of California. 

m. CERTIFICATION 

Within 110 days after the filing of a Complaint or Notice of Removal, or within 30 
days after being served, whichever is later, in all civil cases except those exempted below, 
each party shall file and serve on all other parties, a Certificatibn of Discussion of ADR 
Optibns, in the fonn attached to this General Order as Appendix A, signed by both client and 
counsel, certifying that they have: 

(1) read the brochure entitled Dispute Resolution Procedures in the Northern District 
of California; 

(2) discussed the available court and private dispute resolution options; and 

(3) considered whether their case might benefit from any of them. 

IV. SCOPE 

This order applies to all civil cases filed in this court on or after July 1, 1993 except: 
class actions, multidistrict litigation, transferred cases, cases filed by pro se plaintiffs, cases 
remanded from appellate court, reinstated and reopened cases, and cases in the following 
nature of suit categories indicated on the civil cover sheet: Prisoner Petitions (510 - 556) 
ForfeiturelPenalty (610 - 690), Bankruptcy (422 - 423), Social Security (861 - 865), Contracts 
(only nos. 150 (Recovery of Overpayment and Enforcement of Judgment), 151 (Medicare 
Act), 152 (Recovery of Defaulted Student Loans), and 153 (Recovery of Overpayment of 
Veteran's Benefits», Civil Rights (only no. 441 (Voting»), and other Statutes (only nos. 400 
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(State Reapportionment), 460 (Deportation), 810 (Selective Service), 875 (CuscoI:ier 
ChaUenge 12 USC 3410), 892 (Economic Stabilization ACt), 894 (Energy Allocation Act), 

895 (Freedom of Information Act) and 900 (Appeal of Fee Determination Under Equal 
Access to Justice)). 

ADOPTED: July 1, 1993 

FOR mE COURi:' -. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICf COURT 

NORTIiERN DISTRICf OF CALIFORNIA 

CASE NO. CV 

Plaintiff, 	 CERTIFICATION OF DISCUSSION 
OF ADR OPTIONS 

v. 

Defendant 

Instructions: Pursuant to General Order 35, within 110 days after the filing of the Complaint 
or Notice ofRemova~ counsel and client shall sign this Certification, file it with the court and 
serve it on all other parties. 

ADR options are explained in the brochure entitled "DispUie Resolution Procedures in the 
Nonhern District of California." The court encourages attorneys and clients to call its ADR 
Program Director or Deputy Director at (415) 556-3167 to discuss the variow options and their 
suitability for particular types of cases. 

We hereby certify that we have (1) read the brochure entided "Dispute Resolution 

Procedures in 	the Northern District or California," (%) discussed the available court and 

private dispute resolution options and (3) considered whether this case might benefit from 

any or them. 	 -- 

Dare: __________________Client: 

Dare: __________________
Attorney: 

Party: 
Plaintiff / Defendant 

CERTIFICATION OF DISCUSSION OF ADR OmONS 

APPENDIX A 



CBAPTER V--ARII~TION 

RULE 500 

MANDATORY AJIITlATIOI 

500-1. Scope and !ffeceivene•• of Rule. 

this Rule qoverns the Mandatory referral of 
certaln actions to court-annexed araitration. It .hall 
cemain in effece until further order of the court. Itl 
purpole is to eltaalish a lei. formal procedure for the 
jUlt, efficiene and economical re.olueion of controver
sie. involvin, moderate amount. of aoney da.a,e. wbile 
preservin, the ri,he to a full erial. 

500-2. Actlon. Subject to ebl•••le. 

(a) Cate,orie. of Acelon.. All civil aceions 
fallin, wiehin any of the follo.dn, caeegorle••ball be 
subjece eo ents Rule, excepe a. otherwi.e provideda 

(1) Acetonl in whicb ene Unleed State. il 
noe a parey wbicn-

(A) Seek relief 11alte4 to aoney 
aa..,e. not exceedin, 1150,000, e.clusl.e of 
any punteive or ex..,lary awar4 ehae at,bt be 
eat.red and of ineere.t aad co.t., and 

CI' Ar. founded oa 41ver.tey of 
cltl.ensbip (21 U.S.C. S 1332), federal 
qu••eion (21 U.S.C. S 1331) or adalralty or 
..rltl.. jurildieeion (21 U.S.C. S 1333) and 
arl•• under a eonerace or wrieeen in.tru..nt, 
or out of perlonal injury or property 4...,e. 

(11) Aeeionl in wbieb ebe United States 
il a party wbien-

lA' Seek relief liaite4 eo aoney
d...,es not exceedin, 1150,000, e.clusive o! 

-
EXHIBIT 5 
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1~:e,e5: a~: ::5:5, ~~~ ~nie~ arise ~nder :~e 
Federll ~~~: ::~l~ Ac: or t~e LonqShor_m_~'5 
and Mar:or ~o=1(er' A:: (33 U.S.C. S 90l et. 
seq.), or ~~:er :~e S~ltS in Admirality Act 
( 46 U. S . ::. S i 41 e: 5 eq., S 781 et seq.) a!"ld 
~~volve ~o ge~erl1 averaq_, or 

(S) A=~se ~nder t~e Miller Act (4J 
~.S.C. S 2700), Wlt~ t~e uni.ted Stltes 
~avi!"lq no monetary i!"lterest in the clalm, ~~d 
seeK relief ll~ited to money damaq_s !"l~: 
exceedi.nq $150,000, exclasive of any panit~7e 
or exemplary award t~at mlqht oe entered and 
of l!"lterest and cOSts. 

(D) Oeteraination of Moaetary Clai•• 

(i) In all C1Vll cases that otherwi.e are 
saDject to compalsory non-oindin, arbitration 
ander this Rale, the court Shall pre.u.. that 
dama,e. are not in exces. of .150,000, exclulive 
of any punitive or exeaplary award that at,tlt be 
entered and of interest and CO.tl, unle•• ·

(AJ Counsel tor plaintiff, at the time 
of filin9 the coapla..i.nt, or iD tbe event ot 
the reaoval of a ca.e froa .tate court or 
tran.fer of a case troa anotber di.trict to 
this court, within 30 daYI of tbe docketing
of the case in this di.trict, files a 
certification witb the court tbat tbe d...ges
.ou,bt exceed S150,000, exclu.ive of any
pUDitive or exe.plary Avard that ai9ht be 
eDtered and of intere.t an4 COlt., or 

,a, Counsel for a defendant, at the 
ti.. of filin, a counterclaia or cro••-claim,
fl1el a certification vitb tbe court that the 
4a.a,e. sought by the counterclaim or 
cro•• -claia exceed '150,000, exclu.ive of any
pUDitive or exe.plary Avard that a1,ht be 
eDtered and of intere.t aD4 COlt•• 

(11) tn cases where a certification has 
been filed in conforaity vitb .ubpara,raph (i),
above, the a.ligned jud,e, actint .ua ,poDte or ~~ 
,e.pon.e to a motl0n, .ay make a deterainatl0n, 
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atee: cons~L:~~q ~~:~ :he ?ar:~es, ~ha~ :es~~:! 
th. ce:t1ficatlon !~e a~ou~: l~ controversy canno: 
reasona=ly ce sal: :0 exceed 5130,000. Af:er 
Makln9 suc~ a de!ermlnatlon, tne asslqned ;~dqe 
~ay or:er t~e case deslqna:ed Eor ar=l::at~:~, 
;::v~~ed :~e ot~er crl:erla !lxi~q :~e J~r~5d~:
:~:~ of ~ne mandatory arOl:ra:lon ~roqram are 
satlsfled. 

500-3. Referral to Arbitration. 

(a) Tiae for aeferral. Every actlon s~bJec: 
:0 :~lS Rule shall be referred to arbitratlon by tne 
cler~ 1n accordance with tn. procedures under this Rule 
~~on the filin9 of the last responsive ~leadin9. If 
any party notices a motion to dismiss or for sUaaAry
jud9ment or slmilar relief, the motion shall be beard 
by the assi9ned judge. 

(b) Authority of A"i,aed Jud,e.
Notwithstandin9 any provision of tbis aule, every
action subject to this Rule sball be assi9ned to a 
jud,e upon filin, in the normal course in accordanc. 
with the court's assi9neent plan, and the as.i9ned 
judge shall have authority, in his discretion, to 
conduct status and settle..nt conferences, hear 8Otions 
and in all other respects suj~rvi.e the action in 
accordance with these Rules notvithstandin, its 
referral to arbitration. 

(c) ••11.f fro. aeferral. At any tt.e prior 
to the e.piratioa of the tventy-day period followinq
the filia, of the last responsive pleadin" any party 
may 80ve for relief fro. the operatioa of this Rule by
de.onstratia, that the cas. involves novel or co~lex 
legal issu•• or si,nificant and co~le. factual issu.s,
that le,al i ••ue. pre40.inate over factual issue., or 
o~aer ,ro•••• for findinq 900d cause. Such aotion 
sa.ll co.for. to lule 220 and shall be supported by a 
....r ••••• aa., if appropriate, declaration. showinq 
, ... c..... If, after such a shovin, or sua sponte,
Cbe ...l,a" judie concludes that ca.pellin, the action 
to co.,lr wltb this Rule would not acbieve the 
objective. of arbitration, the jud,e shall e.e.pt the 

action fro. application of this lule. 




Arbitration 

500-4. S.1.ctl0n and Comp.nsatlon of Arbitrator•• 

Ca) S.lection of Arbitrltors. Th. c~erk snal~ 
~aintlin a ros:er 0: arOl:ra:ors who Shill hear and 
=e:e~~l~e aC~lons ~~~er !~13 R~le. Arcl::ators s~al~ 
=e se~~::ed ::o~ tl~e to tl~e by t~e court !:o~ 
ap~~~:a:lons s~oml::ed by or on behalf of at:or~eys 
wllll~9 to serve. !o be eli9ic1e for selection by :~e 
co~r: an at:or~ey (1) must nave b•• n admlt:ed :0 
~:ac'!.ice for not less than ten years, (2) must be a 
~emoer of t~e car of enlS court, and ()) must eL:~er 
(1) have committed for not less than five yelrs SOt 0: 
~ore of ~lS ~rofesslonal tlme to matters involvl~; 
llt19ation, or (li) have had substantial .xperience
se:vin9 as a -neutral- in disPQt. r.solQtion 
proceedinqs, or (iii) have had sub.tlntial .xperi.nce
neqotiatinq consensual resolution. to compl.x problems.
Each p.rson shall upon s.lection take the o.th or 
affirm.tion prescribed in 28 U.S.C. S 453 .nd .h.ll 
complete the tr.ininq required by the court. 

Wh.nev.r an Iction is r.f.rred to .rbitration 
pursQ.nt to this Rule, the clerk .h.ll fortbwith 
furni.h to ••ch p.rty a list of t.n .rbitr.tor. who•• 
n•••• sh.ll h.ve b••n dr.wn .t r.ndo. fro. th. ro.t.r 
of .rbitr.tor. maint.in.d in th. cl.rk'. offic.. The 
p.rtle. sh.ll tn.D conf.r forth. purpo.e of ••l.ctinq 
a SiDql••rbitr.tor or, if both p.rti•••0 r.qQ•• t .n 
writin9, • p.n.l of tnre••rbitr.tor. in the followinq
UDn.r: 

ei) I.ch sid. sh.ll b. entitl.d to .trlke 
two D•••• fro. tn. li.t, pl.intiffe.) to .trlke 
~h. fir.t n••e, d.f.nd.nte., th. n.at, then 
pl.intiffC., .Dd th.n d.f.nd.nte." 

ell) Th. plrtie••h.ll th.n •• l.ct the 
p.nel fro. the re..inin9 .ia n•••• by .It.rn.tinq 
.elee~lD' on. name, d.f.ndantC., to ..k. the first 

-···ebolc., pl.intiffCs) the neat, .nd cont1nu1nq 1~ 
till' f ••bion. 

ell1) At the conclu.ion of this process.
the p.rtie••h.ll li.t the .ia n•••• in t~e 
ord.r ••lect.d .nd sub.it th.. to th. cl.rk wit~~~ 
teD 4ay. of r.ceipt by th•• of the ori91n.l 115: 
of ten n..... In tne event th. p.rti•• f.il :: 
sub.it such a list wlthiD the ti.. pro¥ided, :~e 
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cl1rk shall na~e :~e se ec:~on of aroitrators ae 
random from :~e cr~;l~al ~s: of :en roames; 

(iv) The clerK shall ~:o~pe~l ~oei!y :~e 
~ecso~ or rersons wnose na~es appear as t~e !irs: 
~~=~ce or c~o~ees of e~e par:les of :~el: 
seleeel-on, or, i.f no choices have been ~ade, :~e 
~ersons he has seleeeed. If any person so 
selec:ed i.s ~nable or unwlllin9 to serve, the 
clerK snall not1fy t~e person wnose name appears 
~ext on tne list. !f the clerk 1S unable :0 
select an arbitrator or conStltute a panel 0: 
arc1trators from t~e SlX selections, tne process
of selection under this Rule Shall be9in anew. 
When the requlsite number of arbitratorl has 
a9reed to serve, the clerk Shall pro.ptly lend 
written notice of the selectionl to each 
arbitrator and to the partiel. 

Cb) Di.qualification. No perlon Ihall •• rv. 
al an arbitrator in an action in which any of the 
circu•• tance. Ipecl:ied in 21 U.S.C. S 455 exilt or ..y
in 900d faith b. be11eved to exilt. 

(c) Witbdrawal by Arbi~rator. Any perlon
whOle na•• app.arl on the rOlter .aintain.d in the 
clerk'i office may alk at any ti•• to have hil name 
removed or, if ••lected to I.rv. on a pan.l, d.clin. to 
s.rv. but r...in on the rOlt.r. 

(d) Co.,.alatioD aDd •• i.bur •••• Dt. 
Arbitrator••hall b. paid 5250 p.r day or portion of 
each day of h.arin, in which th.y participat. I.rvin,
al a .in,l. arbitrator or 5150 for each day or portion
of a day if ••rvin, al a •••b.r of a pan.l of three. 
At tb. ti.. vb.a the arbitrator. file th.ir d.cilion,
.acb Iball lub.it a voucher on the fora prelcribed by 
t ....e:l...1l fo.. pay••nt by the Ad.iniltrative Office of 
t •• Gait •• Statel Courtl of co.pen.ation and 
o••-o'-pocll.t .x,.nl•• necellarily incurred in tne 
p•• ' .....ac. of the dutiel und.r this aule. No 
r.tabQ......at will b. made for the co.t of office or 
oth.r Ipac. for the h.arin, • 

500-5. ••aria,•• 

(a) ••aria, Date. The clerk Ihall •• t a date 
for hear in, not lell than ~O nor aore than 120 days 
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aft.r tne cler< ,as oeen lnformed of ehe pareles' 
rank1nq In accor:ance ~l~n R~le 500-4(a) (or of e~e 
:lerk's random selec:lon ln accordance wleh R~le 
SJJ-4(al (:. .... ). r'lS da:e shall noe oe con::.n...:.ed 
=X:!~: ::: ex::eme and unanelclpated emergencles as 
!s:ao~~sned In wrlclng and a~~roved by tne lud;e 
asslgned eo :ne case. Rowever, unless t~e pare .. es 
:onsent, or ~nless ene assigned Judge orders otnerWlse 
:or good cause, no aroleration hearing may commence 
until 30 days afeer dlS~ositlon by the court of any
mOtlOn co dlsmlSS the complaint, motion for judgmenc en 
ene pl.adings, motlon to JOln neceslary ~artles, or 
motlon for summary Judgment, ~rovided such motion was 
Eiled and served wlthln 30 days after the filing of the 
last res~onsive ~leading. Clscov.ry Ihall t.rminate 20 
days ~rlor to the hearing. 

(b) Default of 'art,. Subj.ct to th. 
provilions of subparagraph (a) abov., tb. h.arin, .ball 
~roceed on the noticed dat.. Ab••nc. of a party .ball 
not b. a ground for continuanc. but daaa,•• shall b. 
award.d a,ainlt an absent party only upon pr•••ntatioft 
of proof th.r.of latisfactory to tb. arbitrator•• 

(c) Conduct of I.ariaj~ ~h. arbitrator is 
authori,.d to adainilt.r oath. aftd affir.ation. aad all 
testimony Ihall b. giv.n und.r oath or affiraation. 

Each party .hall have the right to cro•• -.xaaine 

wi tn••••••xc.pt a. herein provid.d. In r.c.iving

evid.nc., the arbitrator sball be ,uided by th. '.d.ral 

Rul•• of Ivid.nc., but sball not th.r.by be precluded

froa r.c.ivia, .vidence which he coa.id.r. to be 

relevaat aad tru.tworthy aad wbicb i. aot privileged.

A party d••lrlDg to offer • docu ..at oth.rvi•••ubj.ct 

to h.ar.ay obj.ction. at the h.aria, ..y ••rv. a copy 

oa tbe ad••r •• party not le•• thaa t.a day. ia advance 

or-ca. b••ria, iadicating hi. int.Dtion to off.r it al 

aa eab1~lC. oal••• tbe adv.r•• party ,iv., written 

D•• l •• in advaac. of tb. h.ariD, of iat.at to 

c......aa.iae tb. author of th. dOCU"Dt, aay h.arl.Y0_,••c10a co tb. docus.nt Iball D. d....d waived. 
AtC....ac. of vitft••••• and productioa of docua.at. say
b. coa,.ll.d iD accordance with aul. 45, 'ederal lules 

of Civil ,rocedur•• 


(d) ~raa.cript or a.cordin,. A party may
caule a tran.cript or recordia, to b. aad. of the 

http:docua.at
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~toc••4inqs &t leI expense bue shall, at ehe requelt of 
:a. opPclinq party, ~~e a copy aval~aole to ta. party 
at no chari., unless ea. partleS have oth.rvls. aqre.d. 
~xcept as provid.d In Rule 500-1eo), no transcript of 
:~e ~c~ceedinqs shall b. aam4ssible i~ eVld.nce at any 
s_=se~~ent d. novo t:lal of the aCtl0n. 

e.) Pl.c. of a•• rinq. Rearinqs shall b. held 
at any location wlthin tn. North.rn 01s~rict of 
Callfor~la desiqn&ted by the arbitratorl. R.&rin,s ~ay 
:e held in any courtroom or oth.r roo. in any f.d.ral 
cour:nous. or offic. ouildinq m.d. av.ilabl. to the 
arcltrators by the clerk's offie.. Wh.n no lueh room 
1S avallabl., the a••rin, shall b. h.ld .t &ny luitabl. 
location s.l.ct.d by the arbitrator. In m.king the 
sel.etion, the arbitrator Ih.ll con.ider the 
conv.ni.nc. of the pan.l, the p.rti •••nd the 
wltn•••••• 

ef) ~i•• of le.riD,. Unle•• the p.rti•••,re. 
oth.rwi •• , he.rinq. sh.ll be held durin, nor.al 
bu.in••• hour•• 

(g) Authority of Arbitr.tor. ~b••rbitr.tor 
sh.ll be .utboriaed to uke r•••on.bl. rul•••nel i ••u. 
ord.r. n.c••••ry for the f.ir .nel effieL.at eoDcluet of 
the h••rin, b.for. hi.. Any two ••ab.r. of • p.n.l
Sh.ll con.titut•• quoru., but (unl••• tb. p.rti.,
stipul.t. oth.tvi•• ) the eoncurrenc. of • aajority of 
the .ntir. pan.l .b.ll b. r.quir.d for .ny .etion or 
eleci.ioft by th. paoel. 

eb) •• 'a~t. Co..aDie.tioo. ~h.re .ball be no.ll p.rt. co..uaic.tion betwe.n .a .rbitr.tor I.nel any
eoun.el o~ p.rty on .ny ..tt.r touebin, th••ction 
••c.pt fo~ purpo.e. of ,ehedulin, 01' coatinuin, the 
b~1D9. 

5...... 

Cal .11109 of Aw.rd. ~be .rbitr.tor .h.ll 
flle tbe a.arel witb the clerk'. office proaptly
follo.in, tb. elo•• of the he.rin, .nel in .ny e••nt not 
more than t.n clay. followin, the clo•• of th. be.rift,. 
A. soon •• th••ward i. fileel, th. clerk .ball ••rve 
copi•• on the partie.. In addition, i ...eli.tely .fte~ 
t.e.ivin, • copy of the arbitr.tion .w.rel, th. partr 
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that P~.v4iled l~ :~e arOlt:atlon shall s.rv. a ~~py of 
the award on :~e other ~ar:le. and Shall promptly file 
~roof of Sala serVl~e. 

(b) Porm of Award. Th. awara shall s:a:e 
=::!~~i ana ~on~is.ly the name or na~.1 o! :~~ 
~r~valllnq party or part i •• and the party or par:les
aqalnst whl:h 1: is rend.red, and the pC.C1S. amo~nt 0: 
~oney ana other relief if any award.d. It Shall be l~ 
wrl:inq ana (~nless the partie. Stip~late otherWlsel ~e 
slqned by the arbitrator or by at l.a.t two m.mbers 0: 
a panel. No member shall participate in the awa:~ 
wi:ho~t having attenaed the hearin,. Co.t. within the 
meaning of R~le 265-1 of the.e R~l....y b. a••••••d as 
part of an arbitration award. 

(c) IDtry of Jud,•• Dt OD A.ard. Unl ••• a 
party h•• fil.d a d ...nd for tri.l de novo (or. notic. 
of app.al, wbich .hall be treat.d ••• d...nd for tri.l 
d. novo) within 30 day. of notic. of tbe filin, of the 
arbitration .w.rd, the clerk .hall .nt.r jud,..Dt OA 
the arbitr.tion .w.rd in accord.nc. witb a~le 5., 
,.d.r.l Rul. of Civil Proc.dur.. A jgdf..nt .0 .nt.r.d 
.h.ll b••ubj.ct to the •••• provi.ion. of 1•• and 
.h.ll h.v. the •••• forc••nd'.ff.ct •• a judt8ent of 
the court in a civil .ction, e.c.pt tbat tb. jud,••nt 
.h.ll not be .ubj.Ct to r.vi•• iD any oth.r court by 
.pp••l or otherwi••• 

(d) 'eal1a9 of ArbltratloD A.ard.. the 
cont.at. of .ay arbitration •••r4 .a4. und.r this 
ch.pt.r .ball not be ..d. knowa to ••y judici.l offic.r 
who .itbt be a•• i,n.d to pr•• i4••t tbe tri.l of the 
e ••e or to rule Oft potenti.lly c ••• di.po.itive
!DOtioa.-

el) until the di.trict court ha••ntered 
fl••l jad,••nt in the action or the .ction has 
-... otberwi•• te:.in.t.d, or 

ell) .ac.pt fo: purpo••• of pr.p.riftt the 
report required by .ection 901(b) of tb. JudiCial 
I.,rov...nt. and Acce.1 to Justic. Act. 

500-7. '1'rlal De 110ft. 

(.) ~1•• for 0•••n4. If .ith.r p.rty fil •• 

and ••rv••• writt.n d.mand fo: a trial 4. novo .ithln 
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-3 0 cia YI 0 fen'! r y 0 f J -.:. d ; :n e !'I: : n t he a war <i , t h a -:. 
ju~nt. shall l~ed~a:ely ~e vaca:e~ oy the clerk and 
:he act.ion s~all ~:oceed ~n :ne ~or:n.l manner before 
:~e assi~ned j~d~e. 

(Ol Limitation on "dmilll0a of Evidence. !~e 
cc~r: snall not admlt at t~e :rlal de novo any eVldence 
:nat t~ere has =een an arOltratlon ~roceedlnq, :ne 
na:~re or amount of any award, or any other mat:e: 
concernln~ tne conduct of tne arOltration ~roceedln~, 
;,1n1e55-

(i) the evidence would otherwise be 
admissible in the court under the 'ed.ral Rule. of 
£vldence, or 

(ii) the ~artie. have othe"wi.e 
stipu.lated. 

500-1. voluot.ry Sua-i•• ion to ArbitratioD UDder 
this lule. 

Th. p.rtie. to .ny civil action in this court, 
reg.rdl••• of the aaount in contro••r.y or the n.ture 
of the r.lief .OU9ht, ruy jOiri-tly r.que.t th.t th.ir 
c••• be d•• i9n.t.d for arbitr.tion under this Local 
Rul.. Such. requ•• t .h.ll be pr••ent.d in writin, to 
the ••• i9n" judte and shall be .19ned by e••ry p.rty
and, if r.pre.ented by coun.el, by it. l.wy.r. In .ny
such r.qu••t the p.rti.s shall .xpr•••ly acknowledqe
th.t. tb.y ar. fr•• ly .n~ voluntarily ••tint th.t th.ir 
e••• be de.i,nat.d for the .rbitr.tion prOfr•• under 
Rul. 500. that tbe court i. in no .en•• pr•••uri., the. 
to ..t. tbi. requ••t, .ad that tbey uDder.t.ad th.t any 
party or lawyer wbo is a.k.d by oth.r. to 'i,D any
SgeD reque.t, ~t who declin••, shall .uff.r .b.olutely
a.-pr.judic. a•• result of that declinatioD. t~e 
a••i,••d jud,e .ball have full di.cr.tioD to d.clde 
".&~.r to ,raDt or d.ny any .uch joiat r.que.t. A 
oeIe "'1,Dated for .rbitration by the ••• i9D.d judqe
1. C••POD•• to • r.quest .ade under tDi. par.,rap~ 
.Iall ,roc'" UDder the .... rul•• aDd procedur•• that 
apply UDder tbi. lule to e•••• that ar...Dd.torLly 
subject to this lul•• 
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This study of the court's Case Management pilot Program 
is part of the Annual Assessment of the District Court for the 
Northern District of California prepared in compliance with the 
Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990, 28 USC §475, which requires 
each court that has adopted a civil Justice Expense and Delay 
Reduction Plan to "assess annually the condition of the court's 
civil and criminal dockets with a view to determining appropriate 
additional actions that may be taken by the court to reduce cost 
and delay in civil litigation and to improve the litigation 
practices of the court." 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Key preliminary Findings about the Case Management Pilot Program 

• Substantial compliance 

• Net positive effect in middle range of cases 

• Net effect not clearly positive in some other kinds of cases 

• Widespread endorsement of meet and confer requirement 

• SUbstantial disaffection with presumptive stay on discovery 

• Early preliminary statistical analysis inconclusive 

Precautionary statement 

This report is based largely on in-depth interviews of 
25 lawyers who appeared in cases subject to the Case Management 
pilot Program rules, a preliminary statistical analysis of docket 
entries, review of Case Management Statements filed in pilot 
Program cases, and, to a lesser extent, observation of Case 
Management Conferences and informal conversations with lawyers 
and court personnel. 

When considering the data reported here it is essential 
to bear in mind the early stage at which the proqram is beinq 
observed. Although the court and others are eager to measure the 
effects of the pilot Program, it is difficult to accurately 
measure results of the program within one year of implementation. 

Cases in the Pilot Program sample in this study were 
filed in only the first five months after the effective date of 
G034. Thus, all the cases in the sample were relatively young, 
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ranging in age from 1 day to no more than 11 months. Moreover, 
some lag time beyond this early period can be expected before the 
"true" program effects can be observed, because (1) the most 
costly and delay-prone cases commonly last longer than 11 months, 
(2) judges and their staffs must adjust their work practices and 
(3) attorneys must accustom themselves to new procedural 
requirements. since this first evaluation draws its experimental 
sample entirely from what might be considered a "settling" period 
for the pilot Program, the results should be considered as 
tentative indications of trends, rather than as concrete 
conclusions about the program's true effects. Studying the 
program in future years will yield more useful and reliable 
information about its impacts. 

Results of Attorney Interviews 

A preliminary survey conducted by telephone of 12 
plaintiffs' and 13 defendants' attorneys with experience under 
the Case Management Pilot Program suggests that the Pilot Program 
has had a net positive effect on some cases subject to it. The 
Pilot program appears to be most beneficial for the middle range 
of cases filed in this court. These moderate or "mainstream" 
cases are cases that remain on the court's docket long enough for 
the requirements of the Pilot Program to be meaningful, that need 
some discovery before they can be resolved, that require 
resolution of substantial factual matters, and that are not truly 
complex cases. 

Over half of the attorneys involved in such mainstream 
cases thought that the Pilot Program was an improvement over 
earlier practices in this court. Several other attorneys who 
were involved in these same mainstream kinds of cases thought the 
net effect of the pilot Program was mixed. These attorneys 
thought that the pilot Program was an improvement over earlier 
practices in the court except for the presumptive requirement 
that discovery be stayed pending the Case Management Conference. 
Some of the positive effects mentioned by attorneys were: the 
pilot Program controls initial discovery, gets rid of run of the 
mill discovery disputes, streamlines issues, encourages parties 
to focus discovery on issues that are central to the case, makes 
parties think and plan ahead, and forces parties to look at the 
whole case and investigate early. 

There was no identifiable difference between 
plaintiffs' attorneys opinions and defendants' attorneys 
opinions. Indeed, there was a remarkable symmetry between the 
opinions of the attorneys involved in the same case. 
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The survey also suggests that there are groups of cases 
on the court's docket for which it is not clear that the Pilot 
Program has had a net positive effect. They include cases that 
can be resolved very early in the pretrial period because (1) 
they self-resolve without much, if any, judicial intervention, 
(2) their resolution depends on an issue of law that can be 
decided relatively soon after filing without much discovery or 
(3) they will be removed from the docket through rulings on 
jurisdiction or venue. The effect of the Pilot Program also is 
not clear in cases whose principal objective is emergency 
equitable intervention and truly complex cases. 

The observation that the pilot Program has been useful 
to some types of cases but may not have a net positive effect in 
others must be coupled with another set of comments made by the 
attorneys interviewed. contrary to what the court expected, we 
have some reason to believe that an appreciable number of 
attorneys seem reluctant to request that the pilot Program be 
modified to better fit the needs of an individual case. Some 
such attorneys do not want to be perceived as trying to escape 
compliance with the pilot Program. In addition, some cases for 
which the Pilot Program is not appropriate are so small that the 
cost that would be incurred to request the modification cannot be 
justified. One of the goals of the court in the next years of 
the Pilot Program should be to determine ways to identify, as 
early as possible (perhaps even by criteria applied when the 
complaint is filed), those mainstream cases that the pilot 
Program is most clearly likely to benefit. 

Attorneys also were surveyed about the effects of 
specific provisions of the pilot Program. Attorneys mentioned 
the meet and confer requirement, the disclosure requirement, and 
the Case Management Conference, in order of frequency, as the 
most valuable aspects of the pilot Program. 

An overwhelming majority of the attorneys interviewed 
who had completed the Case Management statement thought that 
enough was accomplished by the meet and confer process and 
preparation of the Case Management statement to justify the 
resources the parties committed to them. Attorneys gained a 
better understanding of their opponents' views of the case, 
discussed alternative dispute resolution, developed a motion 
practice plan, and planned discovery. Attorneys also mentioned 
that they were able to discuss a road map for the case or agree 
to limit discovery temporarily to the threshold issue in the 
case. 

Of the 25 attorneys interviewed, more (9) thought that 
the disclosure requirements had a net positive effect in their 
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cases than (5) thought the disclosure requirement had a net 
negative effect. Some attorneys thought that they obtained 
useful information earlier through disclosure than they would 
have through traditional discovery. Several attorneys responded 
that disclosure did obviate the need for some discovery. One 
attorney specifically mentioned that the disclosure requirement 
obviated the need to send the standard set of interrogatories 
that are reflexively served after receiving the complaint. 
Another attorney commented that disclosure smoothed out the 
discovery and avoided the routine disputes in early discovery. 

Nearly all attorneys involved in Case Management 
Conferences held under the Pilot Program thought that enough was 
accomplished to justify the resources committed to the 
conference. Parties found that the most useful aspects of the 
conference were getting feedback from the judge, either 
concerning a potential discovery dispute or the SUbstantive 
issues in the case, and having the judge try to settle the case 
at the conference or refer it to an alternative dispute 
resolution procedure such as Early Neutral Evaluation or a 
settlement conference. In general, attorneys found conferences 
in which central issues were discussed more worthwhile than 
conferences that consisted only of setting dates. Attorneys 
thought that if the purpose of the conference was simply to set 
dates, that could be accomplished with less cost either by 
telephone or in writing. 

The presumptive requirement of the pilot Program that 
discovery be stayed pending the Case Management Conference was 
not as popular among the attorneys interviewed. In response to 
questions about whether the Pilot Program had any negative effect 
or whether any provisions of pilot Program were actively 
counterproductive, nine attorneys interviewed mentioned the stay 
on discovery before the case Management Conference. No other 
provision of the pilot Program was mentioned as actively 
counterproductive. A SUbstantial number of attorneys thought 
that the stay on discovery delayed their ability to get the 
information that they really wanted. They noted that the case is 
not going to settle before they have an opportunity to see the 
documents that hurt their opponent's case. 

The disaffection with the stay on discovery suggests 
two possible responses. The court could abandon the presumptive 
stay on discovery or the court could expand the reach of the 
disclosure obligation to embrace not only exculpatory but also 
inculpatory documents. The court and its Advisory Group will be 
investigating ways that the Pilot Program can be improved so that 
the disclosure and meet and confer provisions of the pilot 
Program can remain useful in streamlining discovery while 
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minimizing the negative impact of a stay on discovery in certain 
cases. 

Compliance With The pilot Program 

Compliance with the Pilot Proqram has been qood. In a 
review of over 200 Case Management statements showed that more 
than 75% of these filings described disclosures from both the 
plaintiff and the defendant in the case. In a sample of 400 
cases, of the 268 cases that were on the docket for at least 140 
days, Case Management statements were filed in 198 cases (74%). 
Although all requirements of the Case Management Statement were 
not always fulfilled, nearly all parties supplied useful 
sUbstantive information in the Case Management Statement. Case 
Management Conferences were held in 164 of the 261 cases (63%) 
that were on the court's docket for at least 150 days. 

Docket statistics 

The court, with the assistance of an outside 
consultant, performed a statistical analysis of objective data 
collected from the court's docket. The database contained 837 
control cases filed from July 1, 1991 through November 30, 1991 
and 933 Pilot Program cases filed from July 1, 1992 through 
November 30, 1992. As expected, the results of the analysis 
reflect the early stage at which the pilot Program's effects were 
observed. The oldest cases in the pilot Program sample had been 
on the docket for only 11 months, and some were on the docket for 
as little as one day. 

In this early study, no siqnificant difference could be 
measured in the time to termination between pilot Program and 
control cases. However, first motions are occurring earlier and 
the time from the date the complaint is filed to the first answer 
is shorter. Event frequency measures, such as number of motions 
and number of docket events, which are intended to monitor 
improvements over longer periods, showed no significant change. 
Of course, this means that while no significant improvement was 
detected, neither was there any significant deterioration in 
these docket measures, disproving any notion that the pilot 
Program is actually increasing cost and delay in ways that 
frustrate its intent. 

Despite the lack of statistical significance between 
most pilot Program and control case measures, the objective 
statistics, together with the encouraging rate of compliance with 
the pilot Program's requirements, do make one thing clear: the 
sky has not fallen. While the pilot Program may be 
counterproductive in a few cases, this study shows no general 
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deterioration of the adversary process, no deleterious effect on 
the attorney/client relationship, and no widespread rebellion 
against the rules of this court. While it is too early to 
pronounce the pilot Program a resounding success, it also is 
clear that the Pilot Program has not had any of the disastrous 
consequences feared by some. 

It is important that the Pilot Program be assessed in 
light of its purpose. It is an experiment. The preliminary 
study conducted by our court shows that the program is having 
some beneficial effects on the cases subject to it. However, it 
also appears that the program has had some unintended effects on 
a subset of cases subject to it. At this stage of its 
development, any assessment of the program should focus on 
determining how the program can be improved to have more positive 
effects and better fit the cases subject to it rather than on 
declaring the program a success or failure. 
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I. Introduction -- The Purpose Of This study 

This report evaluates the first year of the Case 
Management pilot Program ("Pilot Program"), implemented under 
Title I of the civil Justice Reform Act ("CJRA") by the united 
states District court for the Northern District of California. 
This evaluation was designed and conducted by Nina Srejovic, the 
court's Case Management pilot Program coordinator, and Larry 
Rosenthal, a statistical consultant to the court. 

The court recognizes that studying less than one year 
of the pilot Program provides only a preliminary sense of its 
effectiveness. It is expected that some time will pass before 
judges and litigants are accustomed to the new procedures under 
the program. studying the program in later years, when more 
comparatively older cases have been subject to the Pilot Program 
procedure, will yield a more accurate picture of the program's 
effect on those kinds of cases most prone to excessive cost and 
delay. Nevertheless, a preliminary study is useful in 
determining some of the early effects of the Pilot Program. In 
addition, a thorough study was designed and tested at this early 
date to refine a research method which will be used at a later 
date when more useful information is available. 

The court is eager to develop a method for studying the 
effects of the Pilot Program and to report initial findings. 
However, it must be recognized that this first evaluation comes 
at a very early stage of the program. Cases in the pilot Program 
sample were filed in only the first five months after the 
effective date of G034; they were observed for a maximum of 11 
months. Some lag time beyond this period can be expected before 
the "true" program effects can be observed, particularly because 
the most costly and delay-prone cases commonly last longer than 
11 months. This lag time is expected because (1) judges and 
their staffs must adjust their work practices and (2) attorneys 
must accustom themselves to new procedural requirements. 
Problems will arise, and they will be addressed gradually over 
time. Since this first evaluation draws its experimental sample 
entirely from what might be considered a "settling" period for 
the pilot Program, the results should be considered as tentative 
indications of trends, rather than as concrete conclusions about 
the program's true effects. Naturally, studying the program in 
future years will yield more useful and reliable information 
about its impacts. 

In order to measure whether G034 has reduced cost and 
delay or has achieved any of the more specific goals set forth in 
the general order itself, the researchers chose measurable pieces 
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of information available from the court's docket and from the 
Case Management Statements filed by the parties. As a supplement 
to the information that can be gathered from the court's files, 
attorneys were interviewed to determine their subjective views of 
the efficacy of the program. 

In June 1993, staff from the Federal Judicial Center 
conducted interviews of all judges participating in the pilot 
Program. Unfortunately, at this early date, the Federal Judicial 
Center was not able to provide any information to the court for 
inclusion in this study. The researchers felt that it would not 
be a wise use of resources to conduct another round of interviews 
of the judges at this time. Therefore, the opinions of the 
individual judges of this court notably are missing from this 
report. The conclusions of the researchers have been informed, 
however, by the informal contacts that the Case Management Pilot 
Program Coordinator has had over the past year with the judges of 
this court and other court personnel. 

II. The pilot Program -- Its Operation and Objectives 

The Pilot Program was adopted on July 1, 1992. On that 
date General Order No. 34 ("G034 t1 ), which governs Case Management 
Pilot Program cases, took effect.l G034 addresses three major 
causes of expense and delay: (1) excessive reliance on motion 
work and formal discovery to determine the essence of claims and 
defenses and to identify supporting evidence, (2) inattention to 
civil cases in their early stages, and (3) insufficient 
involvement of clients in decision-making about the handling of 
their cases. G034 introduces several new procedures to address 
these concerns: 

• accelerated deadlines for service of process; 

• a presumptive stay on discovery until after a Case 
Management Conference is held with the court; 

• early mandatory disclosure of certain kinds of core 
information, independent of formal discovery; 

• a mandatory meet and confer session between counsel; 

A copy of General Order No. 34 as amended on July 1, 1993 
is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. For more background on General 
Order No. 34, see the Civil Justice Expense and Delay Reduction 
Plan for the United states District Court, Northern District of 
California, December 1991. 
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• a joint Case Management statement filed by the parties 
which includes the principle issues in the case, any 
unresolved preliminary issues, the parties views on the use 
of ADR in the case, the mandatory disclosures of the 
parties, a discovery plan, and a proposed schedule for 
resolution of the case; 

• an early Case Management Conference before the judge; 

• and a Case Management Order setting forth the judge's 
case management plan for the case. 

Eleven of the court's twelve active judges and two 
senior judges chose to participate in the pilot Program. All 
cases assigned to a participating judge, except for cases in 
categories specifically excluded under G0342, are governed by 
G034. Of the 5810 civil cases filed in this court from July 1, 
1992 to June 30, 1993, 2322 were assigned to the Pilot Program. 
The largest categories of excluded cases were student loan cases 
and prisoner petitions. 

III. Research Methods 

A. A Comparative Population Approach 

In order to demonstrate G034's effects on the docket in 
general, it is useful to begin by considering the docket as a 
kind of "census" of the court's "population" of cases at any 
given time. That population is always welcoming new members -
filings and bidding farewell to others -- terminations. The 
process is constantly in flux; there are roughly 5,000 civil 

2The following types of cases, based on information set forth 
on the civil Cover Sheet, are excluded from the pilot: class 
actions, multidistrict litigation, transferred cases, cases filed 
by pro se plaintiffs, cases remanded from appellate court, 
reinstated and reopened cases, and cases in the following nature of 
suit categories indicated on the Civil Cover Sheet: Prisoner 
Petitions (510 - 550), Forfeiture/Penalty (610 - 690), Bankruptcy 
(422 - 423), Social Security (861 - 865), Contracts (only nos. 150 
(Recovery of Overpayment and Enforcement of Judgment), 151 
(Medicare Act), 152 (Recovery of Defaulted Student Loans), and 153 
(Recovery of Overpayment of Veteran's Benefits» Civil RightsI 

(only no. 441 (Voting», and other Statutes (only nos. 400 (state 
Reapportionment), 460 (Deportation), 810 (Selective Service), 875 
(Customer Challenge 12 USC 3410), 892 (Economic Stabilization Act) , 
894 (Energy Allocation Act), 895 (Freedom of Information Act) and 
900 (Appeal of Fee Determination Under Equal Access to Justice». 
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cases at the court at any given time, and approximately 
equivalent numbers arrive and depart annually. Therefore, it is 
important to recognize that any depiction of docket conditions 
must extrapolate stable measures (e.g., mean age at termination, 
median number of motions) from a dynamic set of cases which 
changes constantly. It becomes necessary to insure that 
fluctuations in docket conditions, perhaps attributable to a 
procedural change like G034, are not instead due simply to random 
variations in an inherently unstable case population. 

Furthermore, cases are heterogeneous. They vary by 
nature of suit, complexity of legal issues, numbers of parties, 
law versus equity, amount at stake, jurisdictional origin, etc. 
Changes in docket conditions may be due to changes in the case 
mix. For example, if the average number of motions per case 
increases, it may be because a case type that is prone to greater 
motion activity now makes up a relatively larger proportion of 
the cases being studied. 

Hence, the adoption of G034 is not the only potential 
cause of changes in docket conditions. variations in litigation 
behavior can also be caused by phenomena outside the confines of 
a district court and its procedures: bad economies generate a 
more disputatious business atmosphere, causes of action fall in 
and out of favor over time (e.g., asbestos, antitrust), and 
federal budgets and judicial expenditures experience feast and, 
more commonly, famine. When these kind of "environmental" 
influences are most severe, it becomes difficult to attribute 
changes in docket conditions to procedural initiatives alone. At 
the same time, it is not feasible to control for every possible 
influence on case behavior. The best that can be done, 
particularly within a confined research budget, is to be mindful 
of changes in these factors and to be wary about purely 
statistical measures of success. 

Fortunately, the structure of G034 provides a kind of 
"ready made" experimental method to grapple with some of these 
challenges. July I, 1992, the effective date of the program, 
establishes a watershed between cases affected by G034 and ones 
that are not. No cases filed before that date received the early 
case management treatment required under G034i that population 
presents a natural control group for studying G034's effects. 
After that date, the new civil cases which match certain criteria 
have been subject to G034. Cases sampled from the pre-G034 
population can be compared to a sample of G034 cases in order to 
capture G034's overall impact on the types of cases assigned to 
G034. At a later date, when more data is available, it may be 
interesting to study the effect of G034 on the docket as a whole 
rather than simply on the types of cases assigned to G034. 
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The ever-changing nature of the court's caseload 
dictates a kind of "snapshot" approach toward monitoring docket 
conditions. This approach entails studying specific subsamples 
of case durations to model general docket conditions over a 
larger period. Observed effects can be controlled by case mix 
differences (e.g., nature of suit, nature of jurisdiction). 
While the method described herein fails to scientifically control 
for every possible influence on docket conditions, there seems no 
cheaper or more effective way to begin to ferret out the effects 
attributable to G034 alone. 

Some efforts, such as choosing control and G034 cases 
from the same part of the calendar year, were made to control for 
external influences on the court's docket. However, in future 
years when more thorough data is available, further effort can be 
undertaken to account for influences extraneous to the civil 
docket. For example, one might compare bankruptcy filing rates 
as a proxy variable representing extant business conditions. 
(Bankruptcy matters are excluded from G034 and therefore from the 
cases sampled for this study as well.) Economic conditions might 
be controlled for in the study by observing changes in the gross 
domestic product and interest and inflation rates. Additionally, 
cases outside G034, such as criminal matters and student loan 
cases, might be counted in order to monitor the extent to which 
they burden judicial resources. These more detailed (and more 
expensive) study methods seem most appropriate in future years, 
when G034's effects are likely to become more pronounced than at 
present. 

B. Sample Size 

For this first annual study of G034, it was necessary 
to sample cases of sufficient longevity to insure that many of 
them had the opportunity to proceed through the G034 case 
management process in its entirety. Most of the early management 
requirements of G034 are scheduled to take place within 130 days 
after the complaint is filed. Therefore, it was decided that at 
this early stage of the program, cases that had the opportunity 
to be on the docket for at least 180 days would be studied. The 
observation date was chosen to be June I, 1993 so that the study 
could be used as part of this annual assessment. Therefore, all 
cases that met the criteria set forth in G034 and were filed at 
least six months before June 1, 1993 (from July 1, 1992 through 
November 3D, 1992) were included in this study. For consistency 
in the selection of control cases, the control sample comprises 
cases that meet the same criteria and were filed in the same time 
period one year earlier (from July 1 through November 3D, 1991). 
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The resulting database contains 933 G034 cases and 837 
control cases. The nearly 100 case discrepancy in the sizes of 
these samples is likely due to random docket fluctuations. The 
discrepancy poses little difficulty statistically because docket 
trends can be measured through percentages and frequencies rather 
than raw counts. 

C. Variables Studied 

The following categories of information were analyzed 
to determine G034 effects: 

Event; Frequency Variables 

(1) Raw number of docket events. One readily available, if 
rather simplistic, measure of cost is the number of documents 
filed with the court. Fewer docket events per case may indicate 
reduced cost and delay. Consistently increasing docket events 
per case would suggest G034 is having an effect opposite to that 
intended. 

(2) Motions. Motions are among the costliest and 
lengthiest types of proceedings recorded on the court's docket. 
Both motions in general, and substantive motions, those which 
potentially dispose of parties or claims, in particular, were 
studied. 

(3) Discovery disputes. G034 aims directly at reducing 
excessive discovery and discovery disputes. Discovery disputes 
requ1r1ng judicial intervention will decrease if the program is 
effective. 

(4) Extensions of time. Extensions of time were counted 
for two purposes: as an indicator of delay and also to see 
whether the fairly uniform deadlines of G034 were causing parties 
to have to seek extensions due to the peculiarities of each 
individual case. 

(5) Number of Case Management statements. The number of 
Case Management Statements filed was measured primarily to 
determine compliance with G034. 

(6) Number Case Management Conferences held. The number of 
Case Management Conferences held was measured primarily to 
determine compliance with G034. 
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(7) completion of initial disclosures. Initial disclosures 
were surveyed primarily to determine compliance with G034. 

Time Variables 

(8) Time from filing to termination. One major objective of 
G034 is to reduce delay. As discussed below, although delay may 
be more accurately measured by sUbjective perceptions, one 
objective measure of delay is time to disposition of case. 

(9) Time from filing to first conference. Time to first 
conference was measured both to monitor compliance and as a 
possible indication of delay reduction. Shortened times before a 
first case management (or status) conference might reflect more 
aggressive judicial attention to cases. On the other hand, 
increased times to first conference under G034 might represent 
early-case delay tolerated, indeed required, in the process in 
order to increase the value of such conferences. 

(10) Time from filing to first motion. A decrease in the 
time from filing to first motion may indicate that motions 
required to settle important procedural and legal questions are 
being resolved sooner. Alternatively, a decrease in the time 
from filing to first motion may indicate that more motions are 
being filed earlier causing an increase in cost. 

(11) Time from filing to at-issue status. At-issue status 
is assigned to all cases upon the filing of a first answer. If 
this process is accelerated, G034's requirements regarding early 
service of process will be deemed effective. 

In future years the statistical methods developed in 
this study can be applied to a number of interesting variables 
for which information was simply too sparse in the sampled early
stage cases. These variables include frequencies of sanctions 
motions and grants, contempt motions and grants, duration of 
phases such as first conference to discovery cut-off, filing to 
pre-trial, filing to trial, and length of trial itself. Each of 
these measures may be significantly improved by the more careful 
and aggressive case management techniques intended under G034. 

D. Collecting the Data 

Researchers collected data already stored in the 
court's computerized docket management system (ICMS), as a way of 
studying case event patterns in a cost-effective manner. Many 
events are coded by case system administrators when they make 
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docket entries on the computer. Data on these events was 
transferred directly from the court's computer system to the 
researchers in raw form. 3 

These variables were compiled in two separate files, 
one for G034 cases and one for control cases. Many of the 
variables, such as those relating to pretrial and trial dates, 
cannot be expected to yield enough information in the early stage 
of cases in the G034 sample to show any recognizable effects. 
Greater attention will be paid to these kinds of latter-stage 
variables in future implementations of the study plan, when more 
mature G034 cases can be included. 

2. Text Searches of Docket Clerks' Notations 

A number of important docket variables, such as dates 
of conferences and discovery motions, cannot be adequately or 
accurately observed from a code search of IeMS alone. This is 
because the event codes attached to such events, which make the 
variables listed above relatively easy to ascertain, vary greatly 
depending upon judge and clerk practice. This information is 
more descriptive in nature and is stored as text in clerks' 
notations. This kind of data, considerably more varied and 
complex than the event codes, was captured through text searches 
of those notations. Notations corresponding to text search 
queries were read carefully by the researchers and entered into 
the study's database. The development of this text search method 
was an important achievement which allowed the researchers to 
study the docket in greater depth than was otherwise possible. 

Through the text search, the researchers concentrated 
on gathering docket events that referred to four different 
categories of events. 4 The categories are conferences between 
the parties and the judge, time related events such as requests 
for extensions of time or continuances, discovery related events, 
and sanction or contempt related events. 

It was determined that only 400 control cases and 400 
G034 cases, drawn randomly, would be studied using the text 
search method. From a statistical standpoint, 400 cases is 
sufficient. For a sample mean, a sample size of 400 yields a 98% 
likelihood that the sample mean will be within one-tenth of a 

3The actual variables transferred from the court's database to 
the researchers' spreadsheet are listed in Exhibit 2. 

4The actual terms used to search the database are attached as 
Exhibit 3. 
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standard deviation within the true mean. Hays, statistics, 4th 
ed. (1988). For example, if the population has a true mean of 60 
docket events per case per year with a standard deviation of 3 
events, sampling 400 cases permits us to assume that only 1 out 
of every 50 samples will yield a sample mean more than 3 events 
above or below the true mean of 60. 

As a trial application of this principle, it was 
observed that the 5,468 terminations during the 1991-92 court 
year (July 1, 1991 to June 30, 1992) had an average age-at
termination of about 370 days with a standard deviation of 490 
days. It is sensible to refer to this average as the best 
estimate of the "true" average. A sample size of 400 cases 
creates confidence that an error of 49 days or larger (1/10th of 
490) will occur only 1 in 50 trials. Because even an error of a 
month in these estimates is tolerable, the 400-case sample was 
deemed sufficient. 

3. Analysis of Case Management statements Filed 

In the 400 G034 case sample described above, 86 cases 
terminated before the Case Management statement was due. Case 
Management statements were filed in 212 of the remaining 314 
cases. The Case Management Coordinator was able to locate and 
review 203 of Case Management statements filed. A review of 
these Case Management statements was made with two purposes in 
mind. The court thought that it was important to determine what 
percentage of the parties completed the initial disclosures. In 
addition, a sample of the requirements of the Case Management 
statement was studied to gauge overall compliance with the rules 
regarding preparation of the Case Management statement. 

4. Attorney Interviews 

An analysis of the docket and of the information filed 
in the Case Management statements left a hole in the information 
that the court wished to gather. Unfortunately for the data 
collectors, much of the activity that the court wishes to affect 
with G034 happens outside of the courthouse and is not directly 
reflected in the court's files. In addition, the court wished to 
get a general view of how satisfied the users of the judicial 
system were with G034. In order to gather information about 
activities outside of the courthouse and about the satisfaction 
of the users of the judicial system, telephone interviews were 
conducted of a small sample of attorneys with experience under 
G034. 

A random sample of 22 cases was initially selected. 
Four cases were excluded from the sample for varying reasons. 
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One case was excluded because the defendant proceeded in pro per 
and because the case terminated after only 41 days. Two cases 
were excluded because one of the parties' attorneys was the same 
as an attorney in another case in the sample. A copyright case 
was excluded because the defendant had not yet appeared and the 
parties had not filed a Case Management statement or attended a 
Case Management Conference. Another copyright case was randomly 
selected as a sUbstitute. 

Finally, another case in which a Case Management 
statement was filed and a Case Management Conference was held was 
randomly selected to obtain more information about cases that had 
been subject to all of the provisions of G034. An additional 
case was randomly selected to obtain more information about cases 
that had been on the court's docket long enough to be subject to 
all of the provisions of G034. This slight deviation from 
randomness was considered proper because the object of this part 
of the study was not to gauge compliance with G034 and because 
the sample was necessarily small. 

Plaintiffs' and first named defendants' attorneys were 
noted. The case selection process resulted in a list of 40 
attorneys. The case management coordinator wrote each attorney 
and followed up with several telephone calls. six attorneys were 
excluded at this point because the cases in which they 
participated were either excluded from or not subject to G034. 
During the time allowed for the study, nine attorneys were not 
available to be interviewed. In all, 12 plaintiffs' attorneys 
and 13 defendants' attorneys were interviewed. s 

IV. Analysis of First Year Experience 

Program, 
At this early stage of the Case Management Pilot 

our annual assessment of the program sought to evaluate: 

1) Compliance with G034. 

2) Reduction of case delay. 

3) Reduction of the cost of litigation, including 

a) More efficient and productive discovery and less 
discovery overall, 

b) Attention to cases at early stages, and 

SA copy of the interview protocol is attached as Exhibit 4. 
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c) Reduction in reliance on motion work. 

4) Litigant and attorney satisfaction. 

A. Compliance with G034 

Because of the early stage at which this study was 
conducted, one of the primary goals was simply to determine how 
case activity in reality conformed to the model outlined in G034. 
In other words, whether the parties and the court were complying 
with the procedures and schedule outlined in G034. Before it is 
possible to measure whether the provisions of G034 have had any 
effect on cases filed in this court, it is necessary to determine 
whether cases actually are behaving as we assume them to be under 
the G034 model. If litigants are not behaving in compliance with 
G034, we cannot attribute perceived benefits, or problems, to a 
change in litigant behavior caused by the provisions of G034. 

In order to measure compliance with the general order, 
the researchers used the information in the docket to detect 
whether a Case Management statement was filed and whether a Case 
Management Conference was held. The researchers also collected 
information from a sample of the Case Management statements filed 
to determine whether the parties complied with the disclosure and 
other requirements of the general order. 

1. Case Management statements 

G034 requires the parties to file, 110 days after the 
complaint is filed, a joint Case Management statement. Of the 400 
sampled cases, 86 cases terminated before the Case Management 
statement was due. Of the remaining 314 cases, Case Management 
statements were filed in 212 cases (67 %). Nearly all of the 
statements were filed jointly. 

Of the remaining 102 cases in which a Case Management 
statement was not filed, 48 terminated by day 140. This is 
significant because often a dismissal is not entered in the 
court's docket on the precise date that the dispute between the 
parties is resolved. If the parties have settled the case, 
preparing the Case Management statement presumably would be a 
waste of resources. Overall, Case Management statements were 
filed in 198 of the 268 cases (74 %) that were on the court's 
docket at least 140 days. 

G034 requires parties to set forth in the Case 
Management statement the principal issues, any unresolved 
preliminary issues, the parties' views on alternative dispute 
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resolution procedures, the parties' disclosures, a calculation of 
damages, suggested limitations on discovery, and a proposed 
schedule for the resolution of the case. Many of these 
requirements are routinely fulfilled. For example, nearly all 
Case Management statements contained a description of the 
principal legal and factual issues in the case. However, in 
general, parties found it more difficult to comply with the 
requirements of the Case Management statement when faced with the 
possibility of precluding themselves from taking a different 
position later. 

Nearly all parties provided a list of principal issues. 
Even though parties complied with this portion of the Case 
Management statement, judges in our court have commented that the 
list is often too long and over inclusive and does not help to 
narrow the issues in the case. However, parties do not want to 
shorten the list because they do not want to limit their ability 
to introduce at a later date issues not on the list. 

The Case Management statement also requires parties to 
suggest limitations on discovery which would be appropriate for 
their case. In the Case Management statements filed, numerical 
discovery limits were proposed in 75% of the statements. 
However, this number probably does not tell the whole story. 
From attending Case Management Conferences, the court's pilot 
Program coordinator observed that parties admit that the limits 
suggested in the Case Management statement are high because they 
are unsure about what discovery will be needed at this time and 
they do not want to voluntarily foreclose themselves from taking 
any discovery at this early stage. However, the numerical limits 
proposed by the parties do serve as a starting point for judges 
to set reasonable and realistic limits at the Case Management 
Conference. Substantive discovery limits were proposed in a 
little over a quarter of the Case Management Statements filed. 

Parties were not as diligent in providing a calculation 
of damages claimed. Although over 65% of the Case Management 
Statements contain a calculation of damages by at least some 
parties claiming damages, about half of those calculations are 
incomplete, without much more information than what presumably 
would be contained in the complaint. 

2. Disclosure 

Ninety days after the complaint or notice of removal is 
filed, G034 requires parties to disclose the identity of persons 
known to have discoverable information relevant to the case, 
unprivileged documents that tend to support the positions that 
the disclosing party is reasonably likely to take in the case, 
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copies of insurance agreements, a computation of damages, and all 
documents that relate to damages. As part of the information 
required to be included in the Case Management statements, 
parties must describe the disclosures completed by the parties. 
Over 75% of the Case Management statements filed described 
initial disclosures from both a plaintiff and a defendant in the 
case. 

This figure probably overestimates the rate of 
compliance with the disclosure requirement because only cases in 
which a Case Management statement was filed are counted. If 
attorneys fail to comply with the Case Management statement 
requirement of G034, they also are likely to fail to disclose 
documents as required by G034. However, a 75% compliance rate in 
cases in which a Case Management statement was filed does 
indicate that a relatively large number of attorneys are 
complying with the disclosure requirement of G034. In addition, 
18 of the 25 attorneys interviewed indicated that they had 
completed disclosures in their cases. 

Rarely did parties simply ignore the disclosure 
requirement. If parties did not comply with the disclosure 
requirement, they often provided a reason why the requirement was 
inappropriate in their case. Some of the reasons attorneys gave 
for not completing disclosures were: discovery was initiated 
immediately after the answer was filed in order to discover 
factual matters to support a motion to dismiss on jurisdictional 
grounds, making the disclosure moot; the case was resolved on 
cross-motions for summary judgment; an extension to complete 
disclosures was granted and the disclosures were never completed; 
and the parties agreed not to complete disclosures. 6 

3. Case Management Conference 

G034 states that the judge will conduct a Case 
Management Conference approximately 120 days after the complaint 
is filed. 111 of the 400 sampled cases terminated before day 
125, the approximate date on which the Case Management 
Conferences are held. Case Management Conferences were held in 
171 of the 289 remaining cases. Of the cases in which a Case 
Management Conference was not held, an additional 22 terminated 
within 150 days after the complaint. One can presume that in 
these cases, a Case Management Conference less than 30 days 
before the case terminated would not have benefitted the parties 

6Some attorneys indicated that the parties stipulated around 
the disclosure requirement despite the fact that G034 forbids 
parties from modifying the order by stipulation. 
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enough to justify the resources committed to such a conference. 
Overall, Case Management Conferences were held in 164 of the 261 
cases (63%) that were on the court's docket for at least 150 
days. 

Although the number of Case Management Conferences is 
relatively high, we have heard anecdotal evidence that at times 
parties are disappointed that a Case Management Conference is not 
held. Although some judges think that a Case Management 
Conference is not cost effective for cases in which parties 
appear to have a good relationship and agree on the major issues 
in the case, the court should be mindful not to exclude all cases 
in which a thorough and thoughtful Case Management statement has 
been filed from the cases in which a Case Management Conference 
is held. One of the purposes of G034 is to promote active case 
management by the court. 

B. Case Delay 

1. Time to Disposition 

Reducing case delay is one of the primary objectives of 
the court's Case Management pilot Program as well as of the CJRA 
as a whole. Traditionally, delay has been considered excessive 
time to disposition. In keeping with that tradition, as part of 
this assessment, the court has studied whether its Case 
Management pilot Program has reduced the time to disposition for 
cases filed since July 1, 1992. 

The Administrative Office of the United states courts 
("AO") frequently reports median age at termination. This 
statistic reflects the length of time necessary for half of a 
sample of cases to terminate. However, median case durations 
provide a rather incomplete picture of the actual state of the 
docket and therefore can be misleading. The median is only one 
selected point in a distribution of ages at termination. The 
termination rate of the oldest cases -- presumably those most 
prone to delay -- may increase significantly, yet if that change 
is not accompanied by a similar shift in the termination rate of 
younger cases, the median may not be altered appreciably. For 
this and other reasons, observing median case ages alone may mask 
G034's impact on the docket. 

The alternative approach, utilized in this study, is to 
portray graphically the rate at which every case in a sample 
terminates over time. These graphs are known as "survival 
curves. II For each point in time after filing, a survival curve 
shows the actual likelihood that cases will terminate before and 
after that time. The curve also accounts for the way cases enter 
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and exit a docket sample over time. Unlike the AO's calculation 
of medians, the sample need not be limited to terminated cases. 
For these reasons, survival curves allow docket conditions to be 
examined in a more continuous way for open and terminated cases 
of all ages in the sample. The graphs can be compared visually, 
and visual differences can be tested to determine whether they 
are simply random docket fluctuations or significant changes. 
Using survival curves therefore increases the value of two-sample 
comparisons such as the present study of G034 and control cases 
in the Northern District. 

The survival graph of termination rates over time shows 
visible differences between G034 and control samples. The 
difference is most pronounced in the graph based on raw case ages 
(not weighted by nature of suit category). Figure 1. In that 
graph, after the first month and up to the end of the seventh 
month, it appears that G034 cases are exiting the docket faster 
than control cases. Near day 200 the curves intersect and 
thereafter it seems the control cases terminate slightly faster. 
These differences are much less pronounced in the graph of 
weighted termination ages, in which the G034 and control curves 
track each other very closely over time.? Figure 2. 

?"Weighting" case ages involves multiplying actual ages by 
weights established for various sUbstantive case categories based 
on longitudinal time studies conducted by the Administrative Office 
of the United states Courts. Weighting controls for differences by 
nature of suit, and a statistical effect observed in both raw and 
weighted case measures is deemed highly reliable. 
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The visual difference in the raw case age graph must be 
tested to determine whether, in statistical terms, we may 
conclude that the graphs depict a "true" difference between the 
termination behavior of G034 and control cases or, alternatively, 
whether that difference is likely the result of merely random 
fluctuations in the docket. In this case, the statistical test 
shows the difference to be insignificant, i.e., likely random in 
nature. One reason for the lack of statistical significance is 
that the relative speed to termination of G034 cases is not 
consistent over the entire length of the curve. At certain times 
the G034 cases terminate sooner, while at other times they 
terminate later than the control cases. Similarly, the 
statistical test is insignificant for the weighted curves as 
well, in which no consistent difference persists over time. 
Hence we cannot conclude that G034 is having any significant 
impact on the overall rate at which cases terminate. However, 
the eldest cases in each sample are only 11 months old, and more 
significant effects may become evident when, in later years of 
study, the samples include older cases. 

2. Interview Results 

The statistical information is supported by the 
responses of attorneys to questions concerning the timing of 
termination and settlement discussions. Eleven of the 17 
attorneys interviewed who were involved in cases that had 
terminated thought that G034 had no effect on the time at which 
their cases terminated. 

Nearly half (12) of the attorneys interviewed thought 
that G034 had no effect on the timing or SUbstance of settlement 
discussions in their cases. Seven attorneys thought that the 
parties discussed settlement earlier because the case was subject 
to G034. Several attorneys credited the fact that an early 
discovery cut-off and trial date were set. Others attributed the 
early discussions to settlement conferences set by the judge at 
the Case Management Conference. One attorney thought that the 
parties put the important information on the table sooner due to 
G034. 

Five attorneys thought that G034 delayed effective 
settlement discussions. Far from constituting a condemnation of 
G034 as a whole, this effect can be tied to a single provision of 
the program. Every attorney who thought the settlement 
discussions were delayed by G034 cited the presumptive stay on 
discovery as the cause of the delay. The stay on discovery is 
discussed at more length on page 31, below. One attorney thought 
that her case terminated later because of G034. She also 
mentioned the stay on discovery as the cause of the delay. 
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3. Other Time variables 

For time variables other than time to termination, 
survival analyses of the occurrence of the events measured (i.e. 
first conferences, first motions, and at-issue status) tend to 
demonstrate that G034 is achieving its goals. First motions are 
occurring consistently earlier in G034 sample cases compared to 
control cases. Figure 3. statistical analysis of these changes 
shows that the differences are "significant," meaning that the 
court can reliably assume that they are not merely the result of 
random docket fluctuations. Indeed, each of these results is 
confirmed when "weighted" rather than "raw" case ages are used in 
evaluating these durations. Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 
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A determination that first motions are happening at an 
earlier date in G034 cases than control cases can be interpreted 
two ways. Either the same motions as would have been filed if a 
case had not been subject to G034 are being filed, but they are 
being filed earlier; or more motions are being filed in cases 
subject to G034, and they are being filed earlier. An analysis 
of the number of motions filed in control cases and G034 cases 
reveals that a comparable number of motions are being filed in 
the first six months of case life in both groups of cases. 
Figure 5. Therefore, it appears that the same motions are being 
filed earlier in G034 cases. Unfortunately, we cannot be sure of 
this conclusion at this early date because only the first six 
months of case activity can be measured. 
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Figure 5 
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First conferences in G034 cases, particularly those in 
the fourth month of the case, are experiencing significantly 
greater delay, yet this is an intended effect of the program. 
Figure 6. This delay occurred despite the fact that cases in the 
control group were subject to Local Rule 235-3 which, like G034, 
requires judges to hold a status conference within 120 days of 
the filing of the complaint. Presumably, that delay is necessary 
for the stay of discovery, the early disclosure of information, 
the meet-and-confer process, and the drafting of the joint 
conference statement to enhance the case management power of that 
first conference. Early data clearly show that this planned 
delay is occurring. Yet overall time to termination, and event 
frequency measures discussed below, have not changed 
significantly. Only later study of future years of the program 
will determine whether overall cost and delay is reduced as a 
result of the more deliberate, and therefore delayed, first 
conference. 
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Likelihood of First Conference Over Time: 
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The attorney interviews indicate that the delay in

• 	 conferences with the court is not a problem for litigants. Of 
the 13 attorneys who stated an opinion, nine thought that Case 
Management Conferences were held at about the right time in their 

I 	 cases. Three attorneys thought that the Case Management 
Conference was held too late, but like statements concerning the 
timing of settlement discussions, this opinion was more a result 
of the presumptive stay on discovery pending the Case Management

I 	 Conference than of G034 as a whole. Each attorney who thought 
that the conference was too late stated that the reason it was 
too late was that the parties could do no discovery before the 
conference. 

4. Extensions of Time 

Information concerning extensions of time was compiled 
and analyzed for this report. However, the reader should be 
cautioned against drawing strong conclusions based on this 
statistic. Statistics concerning extensions of time compiled 
from the court's docket are especially suspect because of the 
practice of some judges' staffs of informally entertaining and 
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1. G034 As a Whole 

Responses to questions about the positive and negative 
effects of the G034 as a whole spanned the whole range of 
possible opinions. Some attorneys felt that no rules of this 
type make a difference; what really matters is the judge. One 
attorney stated that any additional formal procedures that are 
imposed on attorneys are good. Other attorneys said the G034 
rules cause parties to streamline issues and "cut to the chase" 
earlier, while still others thought that G034 stalls everything 
about discovery. One attorney thought that G034 was cost 
effective in smaller cases but worried about G034 swamping a 
party in a larger case. Another attorney thought the G034 did 
not have much of an effect in his case, but he predicted that it 
would be useful in a more complex case. One comment that was 
repeated frequently was that the relative benefit of G034 
"depended on the case." 

There was no identifiable difference between 
plaintiffs' attorneys opinions about the program as a whole and 
defendants' attorneys opinions. Indeed, there was a remarkable 
symmetry between the opinions of the attorneys involved in the 
same case. This fact supports the attorneys' conclusion that the 
net effect of G034 ttdepends on the case." 

Attorneys thought G034 had an overall positive effect 
in a subset of the cases that were subject to it. G034 appears 
to be most beneficial for middle range of cases filed in this 
court - cases that do not terminate soon after being filed and 
are not complex cases with a large number of parties and 
extensive discovery needs. These cases usually survive through 
the pleading stage, involve a moderate amount of discovery and 
then settle, sometimes with the assistance of a settlement 
conference or other ADR process, or proceed to trial. In our 
study, these "mainstream" cases were the cases that were in 
existence long enough to complete the requirements of G034 and 
were not exempted from some provisions of the program because of 
their complexity. 

Thirteen attorneys interviewed had participated in 
cases which were considered "mainstream" cases: two insurance 
cases, one that was still pending and set for trial and one that 
settled in arbitration; one marine case which settled after the 
Case Management Conference but before a scheduled settlement 
conference; four civil rights cases, one that settled after some 
discovery had been completed, one that settled through mediation 
and two that are set for trial in November 1993 and June 1994; 
and one trademark case still pending and halfway through 
discovery. 
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Over half of the attorneys involved in such mainstream 
cases thought that G034 was an improvement over earlier practices 
in this court. Several other attorneys who were involved in 
these same mainstream kinds of cases thought the net effect of 
G034 was mixed. These attorneys thought G034 was an improvement 
over earlier practices in the court except for the presumptive 
requirement that discovery be stayed pending the Case Management 
Conference. See page 27, above. Some of the positive effects 
mentioned by attorneys were: G034 controls initial discovery, 
gets rid of run of the mill discovery disputes, streamlines 
issues, encourages parties to focus discovery on issues that are 
central to the case, makes parties think and plan ahead, and 
forces parties to look at the whole case and investigate early. 

Of the attorneys who did not think that G034 was useful 
in their cases, one commented that he could anticipate the value 
of G034 in a case where one party said he would "fight every 
inch" and that G034 might prevent a party from stonewalling. 
However, this potential benefit did not outweigh the delay caused 
by the stay on discovery, even though he may have received 
documents through disclosure with "less hassle." The two other 
attorneys who did not find G034 useful were involved in the same 
case. One attorney noted that the parties focused on complying 
with the procedural requirements rather than the SUbstantive 
issues. 

Attorneys were not as satisfied with the effects of 
G034 in cases on either end of the spectrum: cases that can be 
resolved very early in the pretrial period because (1) they self
resolve without much, if any, judicial intervention, (2) their 
resolution depends on an issue of law that can be decided 
relatively soon after filing without much discovery or (3) they 
will be removed from the docket through rulings on jurisdiction 
or venue. The net effect of G034 also is not clear in cases 
whose principal objective is emergency equitable intervention and 
in truly complex litigation. 

Twelve attorneys interviewed had participated in cases 
which were not considered "mainstream" cases: two antitrust 
cases, one involving a TRO and a preliminary injunction; a labor 
case resolved on cross-motions for summary judgment before the 
disclosures were made; an ERASE case which settled before 
disclosure; and a copyright case which settled before a 
responsive pleading was filed; and an insurance case that settled 
immediately after the answer was filed. 

The comments of attorneys in these cases were mixed. 
One attorney in each of two cases found that G034 had no effect 
on their cases. Opposing counsel in each of those cases found 
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that G034 had a negative effect. One plaintiff's attorney noted 
that she was required to spend her client's money doing 
disclosures when based on her experience, the defendant would 
default. One defendant's attorney found G034 frustrating because 
he was required to comply with all the provisions of G034 before 
his motion for summary judgment would be heard. He recognized 
that G034 would be useful in factually intense litigation but 
found it counterproductive in declaratory relief actions or cases 
that depend on an issue of law. Attorneys in the antitrust 
actions found that G034 had no real effect on the case. They 
commented that the judge had the greatest effect on how the case 
would be managed. One attorney thought that disclosure was a 
good idea, but in his case G034 was not an improvement over 
earlier practices in the court. It created more paperwork for 
attorneys. Two attorneys did find G034 useful in forcing 
attorneys to focus on the case earlier. 

The observation that G034 has been useful to some types 
of cases but may not have a net positive effect in others must be 
coupled with another set of comments made by the attorneys 
interviewed. contrary to what the court expected, we have some 
reason to believe that an appreciable number of attorneys are 
reluctant to request that G034 be modified to better fit the 
needs of an individual case. Some such attorneys do not want to 
be perceived as trying to escape compliance with G034. In 
addition, some cases for which G034 is not appropriate are so 
small that the cost that would be incurred to request the 
modification cannot be justified. One of the goals of the court 
in the next years of the Pilot Program should be to develop ways 
to identify, as early as possible (perhaps even by criteria 
applied when the complaint is filed), those mainstream cases that 
the program is most clearly likely to benefit. 

2. Case Management Statements 

In an effort to investigate which aspects of G034 are 
most useful to litigants, the court also surveyed attorneys 
concerning the effects of specific provisions of G034. Attorneys 
mentioned the meet and confer requirement, the disclosure 
requirement, and the Case Management Conference, in order of 
frequency, as the most valuable aspects of G034. 

An overwhelming majority of the attorneys interviewed 
who had completed the Case Management Statement thought that 
enough was accomplished by the meet and confer process and 
preparation of the Case Management Statement to justify the 
resources the parties committed to them. Attorneys gained a 
better understanding of their opponents' view of the case, 
discussed alternative dispute resolution, developed a motion 
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practice plan, and planned discovery. Attorneys also mentioned 
that they were able to discuss a road map for the case or agree 
to limit discovery temporarily to the threshold issue in the 
case. 

It is possible that one reason attorneys found the meet 
and confer process valuable is that it is preceded by the 
disclosure requirement. If parties are required to disclose 
information in advance of the meet and confer session, their 
discussions can be more informed and hopefully more productive. 

3. Disclosure 

Of the 25 attorneys interviewed, more (9) thought that 
the disclosure requirements had a net positive effect in their 
cases than (5) thought the disclosure requirement had a net 
negative effect. Some attorneys thought that they obtained 
useful information earlier through disclosure than they would 
have through traditional discovery. Several attorneys responded 
that disclosure did obviate the need for some discovery. One 
attorney specifically mentioned that the disclosure requirement 
obviated the need to send the standard set of interrogatories 
that are reflexively served after receiving the complaint. 
Another attorney commented that disclosure smoothed out the 
discovery and avoided the routine disputes in early discovery. 

4. Case Management Conferences 

Nearly all attorneys involved in Case Management 
Conferences held under G034 thought that enough was accomplished 
to justify the resources committed to the conference. Parties 
found that the most useful aspects of the conference were getting 
feedback from the judge, either concerning a potential discovery 
dispute or the sUbstantive issues in the case, and having the 
judge try to settle the case at the conference or refer it to an 
alternative dispute resolution procedure such as Early Neutral 
Evaluation or a settlement conference. In general, attorneys 
found conferences in which central issues were discussed more 
worthwhile than conferences that consisted only of setting dates. 
Attorneys thought that if the purpose of the conference was 
simply to set dates, that could be accomplished with less cost 
either by telephone or in writing. 

v. conclusion 

It is important that G034 be assessed in light of its 
purpose. It is an experiment. The preliminary study conducted 
by our court shows that the program is having some beneficial 
effects on the cases subject to it. However, it also appears 
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that the program has had some unintended effects on a subset of 
cases subject to it. At this stage of its development, any 
assessment of the program should focus on determining how the 
program can be improved to have more positive effects and better 
fit the cases subject to it rather than on declaring the program 
a success or failure. 

G034 is still new. Fortunately, Senator Biden has 
stated that regardless of the rules adopted on a national level, 
the Civil Justice Reform Act authorizes individual districts to 
experiment with programs such as G034. See the Statement of 
Chairman Joseph R. Biden, Jr. on The Proposed Changes to the 
Federal Rules of civil Procedure Submitted to The Subcommittee on 
courts and Administrative Practice of the Senate Committee on the 
Judiciary, July 28, 1993. Our court will continue its innovative 
experiment in the hope that later studies will reveal whether 
creative ideas such as mutual disclosure and active case 
management will benefit the administration of justice. 
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AMENDED GENERAL ORDER NO. 34 

CASE MANAGEMENT PILOT PROGRAM 


L PURPOSE 

The Northern District of California is ooe of three 
federal courts specifically mandated by Congress, under 
the Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990, to "experiment 
with various methods of reducing cost and delay in civil 
litigation, including alternative dispute resolutioo." 28 
U.S.C. §471 Note. The Case Management Pilot Program 
(the "Pilon is designed to enable parties to civil 
litigation who are proceeding in good faith to resolve 
their disputes sooner and less expensM:ly. 

The Pilot rules address three major causes of expense 
and delay: (1) excessiYe reliance 00 motioo wort ailG 
formal discoYery to determine the essence of claims and 
defenses and to identify supporting evidence, (2) 
inattentioo to civil cases in their early stages, and (3) 
insufficient iDvoIvement of clients in deci.sioo-makiog 
about the bailGling of their cases. 

Accordingly, the Pilot striYes to replace some formal 
motioo and discoYery proceedings with early exchange of 
core information and meaningful dialogue about the 
merits and posture of the cases, including the Case 
Management Statement and Proposed Order which 
reflects the clients' cost-benefit analyses and which 
suggests specific limits on formal discoIIery. 

II. SCOPE 

All civil actions filed on or after July I, 1993 that are 
assigned to the judges listed in Appendix A, except those 
typeS of cases listed in Appendix B, shall be included in 
the Pilot and governed by this Amended General Order. 
Pilot cases also shall remain subject to this court's Local 
Rules, but the provisions of this General Order shall 
supersede aoy conflicting provisioos of the Federal Rules 
of Civil Procedure and the court's Local Rules (including 
Local Rule 220-10). The major deadlines are set forth 
in Appendix C. 

III. SERVICE 
A. nminc 
As soon as practicable, but no later than 40 days after 

filing the eomplain-J, P.aiDtiff shall sene, 00 each 
defendant, the summons, eomplaint. a copy of this 
General Order, the Order Re Court Procedures, and the 
booklet entitled -Dilpute Resolutioo Procedures in the 
Northern District of Catifomia: 

B. Filig Proof'(sl or Serrice 
Proof(s) of service of process shall be filed with the 

court no later tban 45 days after the complaint is filed. 
C. Order to Shcwr Cause 
If by the 46th day after the complaint was fileli, 

plaintiff has not filed proof of service sbowing that at 
least one defendant has been served, the court 
automatically will issue an Order To Show Ciuse wby 
the complaint should not be dismissed or other sanctions 
imposed. 

D. Addidoaal Parties 
Any party who, after the filing of the original 

complaint, cal.L'lCS a new party to be joined in the actioo 
shall promptly seM 00 that new party a copy of aU 
items described in paragrapb A of this sectioo. Such 
additional parties must make the disc10Iures eet forth in 
paragraph B of Sectioo VU DO later than 90 days after 
the filing of the eomplaint, or DO later than SO days after 
they were seMel with the complaint, whiclJeo.oer occurs 
later. 

IV. REMOVED CASES 

In cases re~ to this coun from a state court. the 
remoYing defeodaDt(s) lball ser.'e OIl the plaintiff(s) ailG 
all other panies, at the time of acrvicc of the notice of 
retnCMll, a copy of t.bis General Order, the Order re 
Court Procedures, and the bootlet entitled "Dispute 
Resolutioo Procedura in the Nortbcrn District of 
Cilifomia. " The deadlines act forth in t.bis General 
Order for disclosure and the meet and c:oorcr sball run 
from the date of the filing of the Notice of ReDlOYal 

The filing of a motioa for remand does DOt relieYe the 
IDOYing party of any obUptioas under t.bis Genetal 
Order uoIcas the as&igned judge specifically arants such 
relief. 

V. TRANSFERRED CASES 

Within 30" days after the filing of a case transferred 
from another court. the assigned judge's courtroom 
deputy will notify counsel of the scbecluling of a Status 
c:onfcrence at which the judge will cIccide wbetbCr the 
parties must eomply with the obliptioas of this General 
Order. No obliptioos of this General Order sball apply 
unless the judge so orders. 

VI. TEMPORARY SUSPENSION OF ALL 

FORMAL DISCOVERY AC11VI1Y 


Except by stipulatioo ofall parties, or 00 written order 
of the court. no formal discoYery, including discovery 
from third parties, shall be initiated until after the initial 
Case Management Conference. 

VlL DUDES OF DISCLOSURE 

AND SUPPLEMENTAnON 


A. TImig or IDitial Disclosures 
No later than 90 days after the eomplaiot was filed, 

each party, regarclless ofwbcther defeDda.nt(s) bas filed 
an answer, shall ser.'e 00 eYery otbcr party wbe bas been 
served in the actioo, the disclosures set forth in 
paragraph B of this sectioo. 
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B. Coateat or laida. Disc:losul'1!!l 
After makinl in good faith such inquiry aDd 

iOYeStigation as is reaaoaable under the circwnStances, 
each party sball disCIOIe: 

1. The full name, tide, work or borne address and 
telephone number of each person known to have 
discoverable information about factual matters relevant 
to the case. 

2. All unprivileged documents in the party's custody 
or control that are then reasonably available that tend 
to suppon the positions that the disclosinl party bas 
taken or is reasonably likely to rake in the c:aae. 

3. Copies of any apparently pertinent insurance 
agreements. 

4. A computation by claimant(s) of any category of 
damages sought or likely to be sought, e.g., in a 
counterclaim. 

S. All unprivileged documents and other eW:ientiary 
material in the party's custody or cootrol that are then 
reasonably available that relate to damaJC8, except 
punitive damages. 
Co ProcedUl'1!!l aad Expeases re laspectig aad 

Copyia. Documeats Subject to Disc:losare 
1. A party disclosing 100 or fewer pap of 

documents pursuant to this section may make copies, 
forward them to couosel for the other parties, and bill 
them at a reasonable rate. 

2. A party wbale cfisclosure would include more 
than 100 pap of documents sball telepbclle counsel 
for the other panies no fewer than five court days 
before the date the disclosure must be made under this 
General Order. The disclosinl party shall describe to 
other counsel the volume aDd nature of its documents 
subject to disclosure. Each party to wbam the 
disclosure would be made may elect to (a) inspect the 
documents to identify tbose it will arraoge to have 
copied, (b) ask that the disclosing party copy and 
forward only specified categcries of the documents 
subject to disclosure, or (c) ask that the disclosing 
party copy all the documents subject to disclosure. A 
party copyinl documents at another party'a request 
under this section may bill the recei'YiD, party for the 
copying at a reasonable rate. A party wbo requests 
copies of fewer than all of the documents subject to 
disclosure ~ another party does not thereby waive a 
right subsequently J9 iD!SPCct anc:IIor obtain copies of 
the remainin, documeDts. 
D. Pro_tift 0 ..... 
If one or more parties desires protection ofdocuments 

or other informatioa diacIoIed UDder paraJf8Ph B of this 
section, the parties sbalI enter a reasonable protective 
order to govern the disclosed documents or information 
until further order of coun. 

E. Duty to Supplemeat 
Each party snail have a continuing duty to supplement 

its disclosures (to the enent that the informatiOll bas not 
already been revealed in discovery) on a timely basis. In 
a Case Management Order, the coun may, OIl its own 
initiative or upon request, set time intervals for 
supplementation. 

F. FOI'IIlat .ad CertUkatioa of Disc...... 

Every diac10sure aDd aupplementatioa Iball be: 


1. SeMd with a document entide4 "Initial 
Disclosure of [1lQIIV of JXII"IYJ or e[lIIUPIbo oJ] 
Supplemental Disclosure of (1lQIIV ofJXII"IYJ.e and 

2. Signed by at least ODe att:oc'Dey 0( record wbose 
signature constitutes a cenification that, to the beat of 
his or her knowledle, information, and belief, formed 
after an inquiry that is re.uoaable UDder the 
circumstaoc:es, the disclosure or supplementatioa is 
complete and correct as of the time it is made. 

VIII. MEET AND CONFER RE 

CASE MANAGEMENT 


No later than 100 days after the complaint was filed, 
lead counsel for each party sball meet and confer 
regardinl the followinJ matters. The meet and confer 
session sball be conducted in a face-to-face meetinl 
unless the offices of the parties' lead trial c::oumel are 
separated by more than 100 miles, in wbicb case counsel 
may conduct the coafereoce by telepboDc. 

A. Priac:ipal 1_aDd EYtdeaee 
1. Identify tbe princjoal factual aDd lept iIIuea that 

the parties dispute. 
2. Discuss the principal evidentiary bases for claims 

and defeasea. 
B. Alterudft Dispute ResoIutioll. 
Discuss utilizatioa 0( alternative dispute raoIutioa 

procedures. Options are diacusIed in tbe bootIet 
entitled "Dispute Resolutioo .Procedures in the Northern 
District of California" available in tbe clert's ofIic:c. 

Co JurisdlCtiOD by a Magistrate Jadae 
Discuss wbether all parties will eoasent to jurisdiction 

by a magistrate judge under 28 u.s.c. f 636(c). 
D. Aclclitioaa. Disclosure 

1. Discuss wbether additiODal disclosure of 
dOCuments or other information sbouId be made and, if 
so, wben. 

2. Recommend the dates or intervals for 
supplementatioa of diacloswu. 

E. MotioDS 
Identify any motions wbose early reaoIutioa would 

likely have a sigoificanl eflUt on the SICOpC' of c:Iiscovery 
or other aspects of the litigation. 

F. Disco!ert 
1. Negotiate a plan for at least the 6nt pbase of 

discovery, specifically identifyiag the diIcoYery tools the 
panies plan to use, the naIDCS of persoaa who will be 
deposed or who will receive discc:wery requesu, the 
dates OIl which any depositions will occ:ur or any 
requests will be served, and the purpose for each 
depositiOll or c:Iiscovery request. 

2. Discuss limitations on each c:tisccM:ry tool and, if 
appropriate, on subject areas, types of WItnesses, 
and/or time periods to wbich discc:wery sbould be 
confined. 

3. Recommend protective orders, if appropriate. 
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G. Scbedullaa 
1. Discuss dates by wb.ich discoYery should be 

completed, expertwitnesses disclosed., motioos directed 
to the merits of all or part of tbe case beard, tbe 
papers required for tbe final pretrial coaference filed, 
the final pretrial COIlference beld, and tbe trial 
commenced. 

These items also are set fortb on tbe Form for Case 
Management Statementand Proposed Order attached as 
Appendix D. 

IX. 	 TIlE CASE MANAGEMENT STATEMENT AND 
PROPOSED ORDER 

No later than 10 days before tbe initial Case 
Management Conference, counsel sball file a coocise, 
joint Case Management Statement and Proposed Order, 
in tbe Form attached as AppeDClix D, wb.icb sbaU: 

A.. Priac:ipal Issues 
Include a brief statement of tbe principal facts aDd 

events underlying tbe actioo. 
Identify the principal factual and legal issues that tbe 

parties dispute. 
B. A1teraatift Dispute Resolutioa 
Identify tbe alternative dispute resolutioo procedure 

wb.id! counsel intend to use, or report specifically why 00 

such procedure would assist in tbe resolutioo of tbe case. 
C. Jurisdktioa by a Mglstnte Jadce 
Indicate whetber all parties coosent pursuant to 28 

US.c. f 636(c), to bawa magistralC judge preside owr 
a jury or court trial, with appeal lying to the United 
States Court of Appeals for tbe Ninth Qrcuit. 

D. Disclosure 
1. Ust by name and title tbe persons whose 

identities haw been disc:lased. 
2. Describe by category tbe documents that baw 

been disclosed under section vn.B. of tbis Order or 
produced through formal discowry. 

3. Set forth tbe computatioos of damages. 
4. Describe each additiaJal category of documents 

that will be disc:loscd without impasil1l 00 other 
counsel tbe burden of serving a formal request for 
production of documents. 

5. Recommend the dates or intervals for 
supplementatioo of tItcloIutes. 

E. Motions 
Identify any IDOticxII wbaIe early resoIutioo would 

likely h.aw a signilicanl effect 00 tbe IIICOpe of discoYery 
or other aspects of tbe litiptioo. 

F. DiSCO!!!J 
1. Describe all d~ry completed or in progress. 
2. With respect to at least tbe first pbase of 

discowry, the parties sbal\ stipulate to a discowry plan. 
The plan sball detail the d~ry tools tbe parties 
plan to use (e.g., depositions, interrogatories, document 
production requests). In additioo, the discowry plan 
shall include the names of persons who will be deposed 
or who will receiw discowry requestS, the dates on 
which any depositions will occur or any requests will be 
served, and the purpose for eacb deposition or 

c:IiscoYery request. 
3. Recommend limitatiooa 00 ead! c:Iiac:rJyoery tool 

and, if appropriate, 00 subject area&, types of 
witrJCSSes, aDtdIor time periods to Wbicb cliacclwry 
should be COIl.fined. 
G. Trial 
State the month and year in wb.icb tbe parties 

recommend the trial sbould commence, the anticipated 
length of trial aDd wbctber tbe trial will be before the 
court or a jury. 

IL Additioaal Scheduliaa 
1. Recommend time limits to cooclude disc:owry 

and to hear motions. 
2. Recommeod tbe date for the pretrial coaference 

and for filing tbe papers required for tbe pretrial 
conference. 

X. TIlE INmAL CASE MANAGEMENT 

CONFERENCE 


Within 120 days of the filing of tbe complaiat, or OIl 

tbe first date tbereafter available 00 the judge's calendar, 
tbe judge will cooduct tbe initial Case Maaagement 
Coofereoce, wb.icb shall be attended by lead trial COUDSCI 
for each patty. The judge may enter an order requiring 
tbe parties to participate, in persoa or by te1epbooc, in 
the CODCereocc. 

At tbe CODCereoce tbe court will: 
A.. Priacl..ll... 

1. Identify, at least ICDtatiwly, the priocipal factual 
and legal issues in cIiapute. 

2. FIX time limits to join other parties and to amend 
the pleadiBp. 
B. A1teraatift Dispute Resolutioa 
Coasider referring tbe case to an altetnatiw dispute 

resoiutioo procedure. 
C. lurisdlctioa by a Magistrate Judge 
Determine wbetber all patties coosent to a jury or 

court tria\ presided owr by a magistrate judge under 28 
U.S.c. § 636(c). 

Do Disclasure 
1. Review tbe panics' c::ompliaoce with their 

disclosure obligations. 
2. Consider wbctber to order additiooal disclosures 

and fix tbe dates or intervals for supplementation of 
disclosures. 
E. Motious 
Determine whether to order early filing ofany motions 

th.at might significantly affect the IIICOpe of discowry or 
other aspects of tbe IitiptioD. 

F. Disco!ery 
1. Determine the plan for at least the first stage of 

discowry. 
2. Impose Iimitatioos OIl each dist:owry tool and, if 

appropriate, OIl subject areas, types of witnesses, 
andlor time periods to wb.id! dist:owry sbould be 
confined. 
C. I!!!! 
rlX the date or tbe time period (by mootb and year) 

for commencement of tbe trial. 
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H. Additional Scbedulig 
1. FIX time limits to COIlClude disc:oYery aDd to bear 

motioas. 
2. FIX the date COt me pretrial coofereoce aDd for 

filing the papers required for me pretrial COIlferencc. 
I. FIX the datc for the next case managemcnlJstatus 

conference. . 

XI. TIlE INITIAL CASE MANAGEMENT ORDER 

No more than tcn calendar days after the initial Case 
Management Conference, the judge will enter the initial 
Case Management Order wbicb will address all of the 
matters covered in the initial Case Management 
Confereoce. 

XII. SANCIlONS 

The court bas authority to impose sanc:tioos for 
violation of any provisioos of this General Order, 
including violatioos of the duties to disclCR and/or 
supplement. 

XIII. RECONSIDERA110N BY DISTR.ICf JUDGES 

OF MAGISTRATE JUDGES' RUUNGS ON 


DISCOVERY MATl'ERS 


A party wbo seeks reconsideration by the assigned 
district judge of a magistrate judge's ruling OIl a 
discovery matter shall do so by filing a motiOD in 
coofunnity with Local Rule 410-2. UDlea otherwise 
ordered by the assigned judge, no response need be filed 
aDd no bearing shall be beld. The judge may deny the 
motion by written order at any time, but shall DOt grant 
the motion witbout giving the opposition an opportunity 
to brief the matter. If no order denying the motion or 
setting a briefing schedule is made within IS calendar 
days of the filing of the moboo, the motion sball be 
deemed denied. 

XIV. TENTATIVE RUUNGS; N011CE RE 

ISSUES ON WIDen JUDGE WANTS ORAL 


ARGUMENT TO FOCUS 


A. Ally judge may elect to issue a tentatiYe ruling with 
respect to any rnotioo. lEbeduled for bearin&. Couasel 
shall ask at the initial case Management Coafereoce 
whether the judge will be issuing tentatiYe rulings and, if 
so, how they will be communicated. 

B. When a judge identifies, before a bearing 00 a 
motioo, issues or other matters OIl whieb be or she wants 
oral argument to focus, or about wbicb be or she wants 
additional information or authority, tbe judge will 
endea\'Of to provide advance notice to counsel in writing, 
by telepbone, or by such other meaDS as tbe judge deems 
appropriate. 

XV. 1lEl..A110NSIDP BE1'WEEN 'DIE CASE 

MANAGEMENT PILOT al1U:S AND 'DIE COURTS 

ADR MVL11..omON PILOT, ARBITRA110N AND 


EARLY NE11I'RAL EVALUATION PROGRAMS 


A. Cases AssiID!d to the APR Multi..optloa PIlot 
Except as may be otherwise ordered in individual 

matters, counsel in cases that are SUbject to this General 
Order aDd that are assigned to me ADR Multi-OptiOD 
Pilot under General Order No. 36 sball comply with the 
provisioos of botb General Order No. 36 and this 
GeneralOrder. 

S. Cases Assiped to Arbitratioo 
Except as may be otberwisc ordered in individual 

matters, COWIIeI in cases tbl}t are subject to this General 
Order and that are assigned to arbitratiOD UDder Local 
Rule SOO shall CODlply with the pn:Msioos of botb that 
Local Rule and tbis General Order. ID aucb cues, the 
clerk shall set a date for me arbitratiOD bearing DOt more 
than 135 days after me Case MaDagemcot Coafereoce, 
io order to allow parties to CODduct diII:ovay after the 
Case Management Coafereoce. ID additioo, the Uligned 
judge will bold a statUI and trial lettio, coofereoce 
within 30 days of a timely filed demand for trial E .!l2!::2 
after an arbitraliOD bearing. 

C. Cases AssiaDed to Early Neatral Eta.ulloa <ENEl 
Except as may be otbcrM8e ordered in iodMduaI 

matters, COWIIeI in C8ICS that are subject to tbiI Geoera1 
Order and that are aaigned to tile ENE proJnUD IbaII 
proceed simultaneously in compliaoce witb botb tbis 
Geoeral Order and General Order No. 1.6 ('&overDing 
ENE). 

XVI. PROIDBI110N AGAINST MODIFYING 

PILOT REQUIREMENTS SIMPLY BY 


S11PUU110N; REQUIREMENT OF COURT 

ORDER 


Except as expressly provided in SectiOD VI, provisions 
of this General Order may be modified or vacated m.!I 
by written order of a judge of tbis court foilowin, a 
timely sbowio, that the interests of justice clearty would 
be harmed if me prOYiIioos in questiOD were DOt 
modified or vacated. Counsel may cootact the cbambers 
of the assigned judge to determine whether be or she 
will hear requests to modify pn:Msioos of this General 
Order by telepbooe coofereoc:e. 

XVII. 	 REQUIREMENT OF CUENT APPROVAL 
FOR CERTAIN CONTINUANCES 

Ally request to cootinue the trial sball be signed by 
00th lead trial counsel and the dienL 

XVII. FlUNG M0110NS DOES NOT REUEVE 
PAR11ES OF PILOT PROGRAM OBUGA110NS 

The filing of a motioo of any kind does DOt relieve any 
pany of the obligations imposed by this General Order. 
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XIX. 	 QtJES110NS ABour CASE MANAGEMENT 
PILOT 

Parties may direct seoeral questioos about the 
operatioo of the CUe MaoaselDent Pilot to the court's 
Case Management Coordinator, telepbooe number: 
(415) 556-2972. 

ADOPTED: July 1. 199% 
AMENDED: July 1, 1993 

APPENDIX A 

PAR11CIPATING JUDGES 


The following judges are participating in the case 
Management Pilot.: 

Chief J udse Theltoo E. Henderson 
Judge William H. Orrick, Jr. 
Judge Marilyn Hall Patel 
Judge Euseoe F. Lyncb 
Judge ClW'les A. Legge 
Judge D. Lowell Jeasen 
Judge Fern M. Smith 
Judge Vaughn R. Walker 
Judge James Ware 
Judge Saundra Browe Armstrong 
Judge Barbara A. Caulfield 
Judge Ronald M. Whyte 

APPENDlXB 

CATEGORIES OF CASES 


EXCLUDED FROM 'DIE PILOT 


The following types of cases, based OIl information set 
forth 011 the Civil O:Mr Sbeet, will be excluded from the 
Pilot.: class actioos, multidistrict Utigatioa, transferred 
cases, cases filed by pro se plaintiffs, cases remanded 
from appellate court, reiosrated aod reopeoed cases, and 
cases in the following nature of suit catepics indicated 
011 the Civil O:Mr Sheet: Priaoacr Petitioos (510 .5SO), 
Forfeiture/Penalty (610 ·690), Bankruptq (422 • 423), 
Social SeCurity (861 • 865), Coatracts (ooJy DOS. ISO 
(Recovery of OYcrpayment aod EnforcemeDt of 
JudgmeDt), 151 (l!~ Act). 152 (RCC'OYery of 
Defaulted Student Loaaa). aod 1S3 (Rec:cM:ry of 
()iIerpayment of Vetera!I', Beoefits», Civil Rights (ooJy 
00. 441 (Voting». aod other Statutes (ooJy DOS. 400 
(State ReapportiaDmeat). 460 (DeportatiOll). 810 
(Selecti\le Service). tr7S (Customer Cba1lense 12 USC 
3410), 892 (Economic StabilizatiOD Act), 894 (Energy 
Allocation ACt), 895 (Freedom of InformatiOll Act) and 
900 (Appeal of Fee Determinatioo Under Equal Access 
to Justice)). 

APPENDIXC 
CASE MANAGEMENT PILOT 

nMELlNE 

o 	 complaint filed, case assiBDed to pilot judse 

40 	 last day to ser\le all deCeodants 

4S 	 last day to file proof(s) of service 

court issues Order to Shaw CaUle why the 
complaint should DOt be dismissed if plaiDtiff bas 
DOt filed proof that at least one deCeodant bas 
beeD ser\led 

90 	 last day to complete required disclClllW'CS 

100 	 last day to complete meet aod c::ooCer re case 
management 

110 1 	 last day to file aod ser\le Case Maoasement 
Statement aod PropoIed Order 

110 J 	 judge c:ooducts initial Case Maaasement 
Coafcreoce 

130 	 judge issues initial CUe Manasement Order 

I Tbese deadlines represent the number of days after the 
filing of tbc'tomplaiDt All actMtics must occur 110 later 
than the listed date, UIlIess the court orders otherwise. 

2 The last day to 61e aod ser\le the case Maoagcment 
_ Statement and Proposed Order will be 10 days before 

the scheduled initial case Maaasement Coafcrence. 

J The date for the initial Case Manasement Coafereoce 
will be let as eklIc as feasible to the 12Od1 day after the 
filing of the axuplaiDL 
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APPENDIXD 


UNITED STATES DIS1RICf COURT 

NORTHERN DIS1RICf OF CALIFORNIA 

) 
) CASE NO. 
) 
) JOINT ~E MANAGEMENT STATEMENT 
) AND PROPOSED ORDER 
) 
) 
) CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 
) 
) DATE: 
) 
) TIME: 
) 

--------------------------)
) 

Pursuant to this Court's General Order No. 34, the court conducted a Case Management 

Conference on ________. Each party was represented by lead counsel responsible 

for trial of this DfBttet' and was given an opportunity to be heard as to aU matters encompassed by 

this Case Management Statement and Proposed Order filed prior to the conference. 

According to their written and oral submissions, the parties contend that the principal facts 

and events underlying the action are: 

CASE MANAGEMENT STATEMENT AND PROPOSED ORDER 
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FACI'S AND EVENTS UNDERLYING TIlE ACI10N 

Au. PRINCIPAL ISSUES 

1. The principal factual issues that the parties dISpute are: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

2 
 The principal legal issues that the parties dispute are: 

a. 

b. 

c. 
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3. The following issues as to service of process, personal jurisdiction., subject matter 

jurisdiction, or venue remain unresolved: 

4. 	 The following parties have not yet been served: 

5. Any additional parties that a party intends to join are listed below: 

f!r!I Additional Parties Deadline 

6. 	 Any additional claims that a party intends to add are listed below: 

Additional Claims Deadline~ 

B. 	 ALTERNATIVE DISPUI'E RESOLlITION (Choose ODe of the foUowiq three optioDs.) 

0 	 This case already has been assigned or the parties have agreed to use the following court 

sponsored or other ADR procedure (please list the provider if other than the cOurt): 

Date by which ADR session to be held: 

0 The parties have been unable to agree on an ADR procedure. The party(iesJlisted below 

believes that the case is appropriate for the ADR procedure indicated: 

CASE MANAGEMENT STATEMENT AND PROPOSED ORDER 
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0 All parties share the view that no ADR procedure should be used in this case. The specific 

basis for that view is set forth below: 

The Court hereby orders: _____________________ 

C. 	 CONSENT TO JURISDIcnON BY A MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

Parties consent to a jury or court trial presided over by a magistrate judge 0 yes 0 no 

The Court hereby refers this case for the following purposes to a magistrate judge: 

D. 	 DISCWSURES 

The parties certify that they have made the following disclosures: 

1. 	 Persons disclosed pursuant to section VII.B.1. of General Order No. 34: 

a. Disclosed by _____________ 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

b. Disclosed by _____________' 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
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c. Disclosed by __--_________' 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

2. 	 Categories of documents disclosed under section VII.B. of General Order No. 34 or 

produced througb formal discovery: 

Categories of documents disclosed by ____________' a. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 


Categories of documents disclosed by ____________'
b. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

c. 	 Categories of documents disclosed by ____________' 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

3. 	 Each party who claims an entitlement to damages or an offset sets fortb tbe foUowing 

preliminary computation of the damages or of the offset: 
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4. The parties will disclose the following additional information by the date listed: 

~ Disclosure 

5. 	 Disclosures will be supplemented at the following intervals: 

E. 	 EARLY FILING OF MOTIONS 

The following motions expected to have a significant effect either on the scope of discovery 

or other aspects of the litigation shall be heard by the date specified below: 

Movine Party Nature of Motion Hearine Date 

F. 	 DISCOVERY 

1. 	 The parties have conducted or have underway the following discovery: 

2. 	 The parties have negotiated the following discovery plan: 
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3. 	 Umitations on discoveO' tools (specify number): 

a. 	 depositions (excluding experts) by: 


plaintiff(s): ___ defendant(s): __ 


b. 	 interrogatories served by: 


plaintiff(s): ___ defendant(s): __ 


c. 	 document production requests served by: 


plaintilI(s): _______ defendant(s): __ 


d. 	 requests for admission served by: 


plaintiff(s): ___ defendant(s): __ 


4. 	 The parties agree to the following limitations on the subject matter of discovery: 

5. 	 Discovery from experts. The parties plante, offer expert testimony as to the 

foUowing subject matter(s): 

6. 	 The Court orders the following additional limitations on the subject matter of 

discovery: 

G. TRIAL 

1. Trial date: 

2. 

3. 

Anticipated length of trial (number of days): 

Type of trial: 0 jury o court 

H. 	 ADDITIONAL SCHEDULING 

1. 	 Final pretrial conference date: 
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2 Date for filing papers required for the final pretrial conference: 

3. Deadline to hear motions directed to the merits of aU or part of the case: 

4. 	 Deadlines for completion of discovery: 

a. 	 all discovery except from experts: ______________ 

b. disclosure of identities and resumes of expert witnesses: 

"' plaintiff(s): ____________________ 

defendant( s): 

c. 	 discovery from experts: _________________ 

I. 	 Date or aext case maa.agemeatlstatus coarereace: _____________ 

J. 	 OrnER MATTERS 

Ie. 	 IDEN11FICATION OF PARTIES 
To facilitate survey research of the pilot program, please identify by name, title, work or 
home address and phone number of a client representative of each party: 

IDENTIFICATION AND SIGNATIJRE OF LEAD COUNSEL 

Identify by name, address, and phone number lead counsel for each party. 


IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 


Dated: _______ 
U.S. District Judge 

rASE MANAGEMENT STATEMENT AND PROPOSED ORDER 
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with the helpful assistance of the Court's Automation support team, 
the following information was collected on each of the Pilot and 
control cases, by way of a raw-text data transfer to a spreadsheet 
for statistical analysis: 

• 	 Case number 
• 	 Judge
• 	 Title of case 
• 	 Nature of suit (from the Civil Cover Sheet) 
• 	 File date 
• 	 Termination date (if any)
• 	 Age of case at observation (or termination, if 

earlier) 
• 	 Number of total docket entries in the first 6 

months 
• 	 Number of motions in the same period 
• 	 Number of motions in the same period which can 

potentially dispose of parties or claims 
• 	 Date of first motion 
• 	 Date of first potentially dispositive motion (if

availa))l.) 
• 	 Number of parties
• 	 Number of attorney representations 
• 	 Number of attorneys
• 	 Number of attorney offices 
• 	 Reported claim (if any) 
• Nature of judgment

• origin (original, removal;"" etc.) 

• 	 Class action status 
• 	 Nature of jurisdiction 
• 	 At-issue date 
• 	 Pretrial conference date 
• 	 Discovery cut-off date 
• 	 Trial commencement date 
• 	 Trial completion date 
• 	 Procedural progress at termination 
• 	 Nature of Disposition
• 	 Arbitration status 
• 	 Early neutral evaluation status 

EXHIBIT 2 TO APPENDIX A 




Search terms for conferences 
conference 

Search terms for discovery related events 
deposition 
discovery 
interrogator 
compel 
subpoena 
request*admi 
protective order 
produc 
document*request 
request*document 

examin 
privilege 

Search terms for sanction or contempt related events 
contempt 
sanction 

Search terms for time related events 
continu 
shorten 
extend 
extens 
enlarg 
reschedul 
reset 
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Respondent No. 

Interview Protocol for Attorneys 

Case Manaiement Pilot ProlWlm 


July, 1993 


Hello, my name is Nina Srejovic. I'm calling from the U.S. District Court. I wrote to you 
last week about the court's study of its Case Management Pilot Program also known as 
General Order 34. According to our records, you represented in case 
________ Is that correct? As I mentioned in my letter, as part of the Court's 
study of its Case Management Pilot Program, I am interviewing a sample of attorneys who 
have represented parties in cases governed by GO 34. In the limited time available, we are 
trying to talk to as many attorneys as possible. The interview should take about 20 minutes. 
Are you the most knowledgeable attorney with regard how GO 34 affected your case? 

[If not, determine who is.] 

By interviewing attorneys who have had experience with GO 34, the court 
hopes to gather information about what effects the GO has had on cases subject to it. This 
is not a statistical survey. Your responses do not need to be limited to brief answers to the 
specific questions asked. Most of the questions are meant to be open-ended Please feel 
free to volunteer whatever information you feel would be useful to the court. 

This is a confidential interview. There will be no identification of individuals 
or cases in any report. The court appreciates your willingness to participate in our study. 

[Explain topical progression.] 
1. A few question about your professional experience. 
2 Questions about the effect of General Order No. 34 as a whole. 
3. Questions about specific provisions of General Order No. 34. 

1 
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Respondent No. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

1. 	 When were you first admitted to the Bar of any state? 

2. During the last five years, what percentage of your time has been committed to 
plaintiffs matters? 

3. 	 During the last five years, in what work setting have you spent the most time? 

o 	 small firm private practice (1-5 lawyers) 
o medium-sized firm private practice (6-40 lawyers)
,0 larger firm private practice (more than 40 lawyers) 
o 	 employed by private company (corporate or house counsel, legal dept. of insurance 

co., etc.) 
o 	 legal aid, public interest 
o employed by government 

o other (please specify) 


GENERAL ORDER NO. 34 

4. 	 Are you familiar with GO 34? 

Dyes 
o no 

5. 	 Just to make sure we are focused on the same thing, what do you think of as the 
major components of GO 34? 

[If needed, suggest: stay on discovery, disclosure requirement, meet and confer, Case 
Management Statement, Case Management Conference and Case Management 
Order.] 

2 




Respondent No. 

6. Is the case still pendini? 

Dyes At what stage is the case presently? 

o no At what stage did the case terminate? 

Do you think that the Pilot Program had any effect on 
the time or stage that the case terminated? 

7. Did you do anythini differently in this case because it was subject to GO 34 than you 
would have if this case had not been subject to GO 34? 

8. Did the provisions of GO 34 have any kinds of positive effects on how this litigation 
proceeded or on its outcome? 

9. Did the provisions of GO 34 have any kinds of neptive effects on how this litigation 
proceeded or on its outcome? 

3 




Respondent No. 

10. On balance, taking into account both any positive and any negative effects on the 
litigation that you attribute to GO 34, is the GO 34 system an improvement over earlier 
practices in this court? 

Dyes Why or in what ways? 

o no Why not? 

11. Which parts of the new system, or which of its requirements, were most valuable or 
contributed most? 

12. Which parts of the new system, or which of its requirements, were least valuable? 

13. Were any parts of the new system actively counterproductive? 

4 




Respondent No. 

14. At this point in the litigation, do you have an opinion about whether enough was 
accomplished by the requirements of GO 34 process to justify the resources the panies 
committed to them? 

Dyes Please explain. 

o no Please explain. 

15. Did the provisions of GO 34 have any impact on the discovety process in this case? 

Dyes What effect? 

To what parts of the GO 34 system do you attnbute that 

effect? 

- disclosure, 

- the presumptive prohIbition on discovery before the 

first case management conference, 

- the meet and confer requirement, 

- the need to prepare a case management statement, 

- the initial case management conference with the coun] 


Cl no 
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Respondent No. 

l5a. Did the provisions of GO 34 make any of the fonnal discovery better focused 
or more efficient? 

Dyes To what parts of the GO 34 system do you attn'bute that 
effect? 
• disclosure, 
• the presumptive prolu'bition on discovery before the 
first case management conference, 
• the meet and confer requirement, 
• the need to prepare a case management statement, 
• the initial case management conference with the court] 

o no 

15b. Did the proVIsIons of GO 34 make any of the formal discovery ~ 
productive or useful? For example, did they enable the parties to frame their 
discovery in ways that generated more useful learning or evidence? 

Dyes 	 To what parts of the GO 34 system do you attn'bute that 
effect? 
- disclosure, 
- the presumptive prolu'bition on discovery before the 
first case management conference, 
• the meet and confer requirement, 

- the need to prepare a case management statement, 

• the initial case management conference with the court] 


o no 
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Respondent No. 

1Sc. Did the provisions of GO 34 have any effect on discovery disputes during this 
case? 

Dyes 	 What effect? [Reduce number, increase number, chage 
the material/content?] 

To what parts of the GO 34 system do you attribute that 

effect? 

- disclosure, 

- the presumptive prohibition on discovery before the 

first case management conference, 

- the meet and confer requirement, 

- the need to prepare a case management statement, 

- the initial case management conference with the court] 


o no 

1Sd. Did the provisions of GO 34 result in more discoveIY being conducted in this 
case than would have been conducted without the provisions of GO 34? 

Dyes 	 Were the ends of justice served, on balance, by the 
additional discovery? 

or did the additional discovery prove, on balance, 
unproductive? 

o no 
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Respondent No. 

15e. Did the disclosure r~quirement or any other provision of GO 34 obviate the 
need for any fonnal discov~tY? 

Dyes To what parts of the GO 34 system do you attribute that 
effect? 
- disclosure, 
- the presumptive prohibition on discovery before the 
first case management conference, 
• the meet and confer requirement, 
• the need to prepare a case management statement, 
• the initial case management conference with the court] 

o no 

16. Did you obtain the information central to the case earlier, later, or at about the same 
time as you would have under the rules before GO 34 was adopted? Explain. 

o earlier 

o later 

o about same time 

17. Did the GO 34 system result in opposing counsel communicatine earlier than they 
otherwise would have? 

Dyes 	 Which part of the GO 34 system caused the first 
communication between counsel? 
· disclosure, 
- the presumptive prohibition on discovery before the 
first case management conference, 
- the meet and confer requirement, 
- the need to prepare a case management statement, 
• the initial case management conference with the court] 

o no 
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Respondent No. 

18. Did the GO 34 system have any effect on motion activity in this case? 

o yes What effect? 

To what parts of the GO 34 system do you attribute that 

effect? 

- disclosure, 

- the presumptive prohibition on discovery before the 

first case management conference, 

- the meet and confer requirement, 

- the need to prepare a case management statement, 

- the initial case management conference with the court] 


o no 

18a. Did the provisions of GO 34 cause the parties to formulate a motion 
practice plan earlier than they otherwise would have? Explain. 

o yes 

o no 
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Respondent No. 


18b. Did you file any motions in this case that you would not have filed if 

the case had not been subject to GO 34? Explain. 


Dyes 


o no 

18c. Did the way the GO 34 system played out in this case cause you not 
to file any motions that you probably would have filed if the case had not 
been subject to GO 34? Explain. 

Dyes 

o no 

10 




Respondent No. 

19. Did the parties use an APR procedure in this case? [If unclear, suggest ENE, court 
sponsored arbitration, private arbitration, mediation, settlement conference with a judicial 
officer.] 

Dyes 	 Did the parties agree to use the procedure or did the 
court order it? 

Did the provisions of GO 34 affect the parties 
decision to use an ADR procedure? 

o no 

20. Did the GO 34 system have any effect on the timing or substance of settlement 
discussions? 

Dyes What was the effect? 

To what parts of the GO 34 system do you attnbute that effect? 
• disclosure, 
• the presumptive prolubition on discovery before the 
first case management conference, 
• the meet and confer requirement, 
• the need to prepare a case management statement, 
• the initial case management conference with the court] 

o no 
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Respondent No. 

21. Did the GO 34 system cause your client or you to investiKate or analyze the case 
earlier than you otherwise would have for cases in this district court? 

Dyes 	 To what parts of the GO 34 system do you attnbute that 
effect? 

- disclosure, 

- the presumptive prohibition on discovery before the 

first case management conference, 

- the meet and confer requirement, 

- the need to prepare a case management statement, 

- the initial case management conference with the court] 


o no 

DISCLOSURE 

22. Were the disclosures substantially in compliance with the requirements of GO 34 as 
you understand them? 

Dyes 

o no Please describe how (or in what ways) the disclosures fell 
shon of what GO 34 requires? 

Why, in your OpInIOn, were the disclosures not substantially in 
compliance with the GO? 
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Respondent No. 

23. Did the disclosure process result in you acquiring useful information earlier in the 
case than you probably would have if there had been no disclosure requirement? 

Dyes 	 In what way? 

o no 

24. On balance, did the disclosure requirements: 

(a) make a net positive contribution? 

(b) make no real difference? 

or (c) have a net negative effect? 

25. Could the net effect of the disclosure system be improved if the content of the 
disclosure obligation were chanied? 

CJ yes 	 What changes in the content of the disclosure obligation 
would cause such an improvement? 

o no 
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Respondent 	No. 

26. In this case, in your opinion, did the disclosure requirements give an unfair advantaie 
to anyone party? 

Dyes 	 Please explain. 

o no 

MEET AND CONFER AND CASE MANAGEMENT STATEMENT 

Did the parties file a Case Management Statement (from computer) 

27. 	 Did the parties meet and confer before preparing the Case Management Statement? 

Dyes 

o no 

28. 	 Was the meet and confer in person? 

Dyes 

o no 

29. What was accomplished during the meet and confer process? 

14 




Respondent No. 

30. Did the meet and confer process appreciably improve your understandini of your 
opponent's perspective on the case? 

o yes Please explain. 

o no 

31. Did the meet and confer process contribute appreciably to your analytical 
understandini of the merits of the case? 

o yes Please explain. 

o no 

32. On balance, was enough accomplished through the·meet and confer process to justify 
the resources the parties committed to it? 

o yes Please explain. 

o no Please explain. 
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Respondent 	No. 

33. On balance, was enough accomplished by preparation of the Case Management 
Statement to justify the resources the parties committed to it? 

Dyes 	 Please explain. 

o no 	 Please explain. 

34. 	 Was settlement discussed in connection with the meet and confer process? 

Dyes 

o no 

CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 

Age of case at 	time of conference from court computer ________ 

35. Was a case management conference held in this case? 

o yes 	 Was the conference conducted in phone or in person? 

o 	 phone Would the conference have been 
more productive if it had been in 
person? 

Dyes 
o no 

o person 
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Respondent No. 

o no Skip to question number 39. 

36. [If Case Management Conference held greater than 140 days after complaint filed.) 
Why was the conference postponed? 

37. Was the Case Management Conference held too early, too late or at about the right 
time? 

38. Was there any difference between the initial Case Manaeement Conference in this 
case and the initial Rule 16 conferences that you would have expected in this court prior to 
the adoption of GO 34? 

o yes What was different about the Case Management 
Conference? 

o no 

39. On balance, was enough accomplished at the Case Management Conference to justify 
the resources the parties committed to it? 

o yes Please explain. 

o no Please explain. 
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Respondent No. 

40. What aspect of the Case Management Conference was most useful to the parties? 

41. How could the Case Management Conference been of more use to the parties? 

CASE MANAGEMENT ORDER 

42. Was a Case ManaKement Order issued in this case? 

Dyes 

o no Skip to question no. 43. 

43. Have subsequent activities in the case conformed to the Case Management plan in 
the Order? [Suggest if needed, for example, discovery limitations, motion hearing deadlines, 
trial date.] 

Cl yes 

o no In what way have subsequent activities differed from 
what was outlined in the Order? 
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Respondent No. 

44. Have any of the parties requested that the Case Management Order be modified in 
any way? 

Dyes Why was the modification requested? 

How was the modification made? [By stipulation, by 
order after contested hearing, by order over written 
objection but without a hearing.] 

o no 

45. Has the Case Management Order issued by the Court been useful to the parties in 
resolvini any potential or actual disalUeements in scheduling, discovery or with respect to 
any other matter? 

Dyes Please explain. 

o no 

46. Do you have any other comments you wish to make? 
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